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•UMaine events

Thousands come to UMainefor

By Nicole Zando

Family and Friends Weekend

Others stopped to talk with mem
Staff Writer
bers of campus organizations
who
had set up displays.
Come one,come all. And came
Still others were offered a chan
ce
they did. From two eleven-year-old
to sit in the cockpit of the
108th
boys who traveled from Massachuarmy medical helicopter and
listen
setts to watch Saturday's,
(ootball to military personnel
talk about their
game to a local salesperson who
jobs and the uses of their aircr
aft.
came to sell her crafts, many visited
The army officials also showed
offtheir guard dogs, which are
used
in attack situations and searc
hes.
e watched in fascination as
"We came all the way joustSom
ers in Medieval garb fought it
from Toledo, Ohio
out on the mall.
Many spectators enjoyed the
for this wonderful
sunshine and tool breeze, sitting
at
event."
Alumni Field viewing UMaine play
llMass in football.
—Margaret
Still other families walked leiFitzpatrick
surely around the craft fair in
the
Memorial Gym viewing and buying
antiques,collectibles,craftsandfudge
.
the University of Maine this week"We came all the way from Toend toenjoy the 22nd annual Family
ledo,Ohio for this wonderful
event,"
and Friends Weekend.
said Margaret Fitzpatrick. whocame
Parents and theirchildren walked to
visit her niece,a UMaine student. Thousands of people crowd the mall
on Saturday for the organizational fair duri
mall, stopping here and there at
ng Family and
They went to the craft fair and Friends Weekend.(Kiesow photo.)
bles offering educational advice
took in some of the game.
see a planetarium show, and it was
entertainment tidbits.
offered its season's Gala perfor- tribute to Maine's cultural develop"We've been at the craft fair, and
very informative and entertaini
Some picked up pamphlets on we
ng.
mance Saturday evening starring ment. I would like to see Yo Yo Ma
went to Governor's for lunch.
"I took them on a tour and
ntal health and free flossand tooth- That was
the hinge Deutsche Philharmonie again," he said.
wonderful,"Fitzpatricksaid. showed them
where all my classes with cello soloist Yo
lste, while others watched a huge
Yo Ma.
Kate Bonefti and her Txurnts en- were, and
Other events included the dedicawe
went eat to eat at a
ck dump apples into a cider mill. joye
Scott
Bress
ete
react
ed favorably tion of the Doris Twitc hell Allen
d a leisurely walk around the mall. little Italian resta
Vilurant." she said
Workers pressed out the juice,
to the Gala.
"We walked around and looked
lage, peace discussions, an exhibits,
In
addit
ion
to
all
the
fun
in
the
ed it, and sold it on the spot.
"It was a magnificent show," rape
at all the little displays. We went to sun, the
awareness presentations, engiMaine Center for the Arts Bressette said."Sho
ws like this con- neering programs and
the lobsterfeed.

Technology

Cable system will be
great--when it works
By Erinn Sullivan
Volunteer Writer
Many University of Maine residents may
be
wondering about those brand-new little outle
ts in
their dorm rooms that currently aren't functionin
g.
When they work in a few months,students
will
have the opportunity to watch cable television
in
their rooms,have their own telephones and
be able
to hook up their own computers.
Academic Services and Residential Life have
been working in conjunction with consultant
s and
installation officials from the New Mexico Satel
lite Company, based in Santa Fe, New Mexi
co, to
make UMaine's new cable system possible.
According to Gregg Allen, Guest Housing
Area Manager and technical coordinator of
the
cable system project, the system's constructi
on is
divided into three phases. Phase One was
the
wiring of dorm rooms over the summer. Phas
e
Two, the installation of several satellite dishes
in
the Hilltop area, is currently underway.
Finally, Phase Three involves tying the entir
e
system together and activating the electronic
communications link. This is now underway
as well,
and the system will be ready for use in Janu
ary.
Many students returning this fall expected the
new cable system to be operational, but Alle
n said
the extensive wiring and satellite dish set-up of
the
system made fall availability impossible.
UMaine's new cable system has been under the
•
coordination of Pamela Dumas Serfes, Director
of
Stacy Tucker, on see-saw, and Peter Ryan
from Alphi Phi Omega,
take
part in the teeter totter-a-thon Saturday
Scc CABLE on page 20
.(Campbell photo.)

•DTAV

DTAV dedicated
on Saturday
By Brian Leclerc
Volunteer Writer
Saturday morning's dedication ceremony
of
the Doris Twitchell Allen Village featured past
University of Maine alumni and other hono
red
guests.
Doris Twitchell Allen, who the village was
named after, led a panel of guests which included
Robert Chandler Jr., Eunice Baumann-Nelso
n,
Bernard Lown and Jane Smith, representing
her
late daughter Samantha. All of the featured gues
ts
have had significant careers in encouraging peac
e
throughout the world. For this reason they
were
selected as the namesakes of DTAV.
UMaine Interim President John Hitt lead the
dedication ceremony by focusing on the five goal
s
of the Alumni Association Board of Directors.
Hitt
stated that several ofthis year's goals are supporte
d
by DTAV.
"The first is to become the institution of choi
ce
for the brightest and best graduates of Maine high
schools by the year 2000," Hitt said.
Goals also include reinforcing and enhancin
g
UMaine as the graduate center for educatio
n and
research in Maine, increasing the internatio
nal
dimension, adding diversity to programs and
becoming a source of economic development for
the
state.
Also present was John Halstead, Vice Presi
dent
for Student Affairs. He spoke about the lives
of the
See DTAV on page 20
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• Former officers accused of stealing missiles

NewsBriefs
•Weapons theft

• Communist rebels to end cease-fire in Philippines
• Connecticut announces state layoffs
•Filipino unrest

Former army officers in custody
accused ofstealing arms, missiles

Rebels to end cease-fire because of
Aquino's position on US bases

1

MANAGUA,Nicaragua(AP)— Five former Sandinista Army
officers are in
MANILA, Philippines(AP) — Communist rebels announced they were ending
custody accused of stealing missiles and other arms to sell to Colom
bian rebels.
their cease-fire because President Corazon Aquino is campaigning to keep U.S.forces
the government announced Saturday.
in the Philippines.
It was the third known incident in the past 20 months in which former
members of the
The Philippines Senate has rejected a new U.S. base agreement, but Mrs. Aquino says
she
army were charged with stealing weapons to sell to leftist guerril
la groups abroad.
wants to hold a referendum so voters can decide the issue.
Five former lieutenants and a member of the Colombian leftist guerril
la group M 19
A statement by the rebel National Democratic Front said the cease-fire would
expire at
were arrested in connection with the latest incident.
midnight Sunday (noon EDT) and that the New People's Army would
be free to attack
Military intelligence recovered all the stolen weapons: 20SAM-/
and SAM-9 surface- "traitorous enemy forces."
to-air missiles with 10 firing mechanisms,636 rocket-launched
grenades and 39 RPG-7
The front, an umbrella organization for 14 Marxist groups,announced the
truce Sept. 14,
anti-tank grenades, said army Maj. Gen. Joaquin Cuadra.

•Scholarship

Doctor sells antique cars
to aid medical students

WorldDigest

HAMPTON FALLS, N.H.(AP) — A doctor
who sold cars and blood to get through medical
school auctioned off his antique car collection
Saturday to benefit future generations of struggling Harvard medical students.
Dr. Terry Bennett, a family practitioner in Rochester, traveled the world to expand his collection of rare
cars, motorcycles and other mechanical devices, which
fetched $4 million.
The collection had been willed to Harvard Medical
School, but Bennett, 53, wanted to sell it so he could see
scholarships established in his name.
Auctioneers estimated the cars would bring $5 million to $10 million, and Bennett blamed the poor economy for the lower-then-expected bids.
A 1952 Mercedes WI94 Gullwing Works race car,
one of only 10 in the world, sold for $650,000. Bennett
had said it may bring several million dollars.
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•Conneticut layoffs

State workers laid off
HARTFORD,Conn.(AP)— Pink slips went out
to more than 2,500 Connecticut state workers as
negotiators pursued uncertain talks on concessions
the governor insists are necessary to avert layoffs.
Gov. Lowell P. Weicker Jr. said he is prepared to lay
off as many as 8,000 of 43,000 state employees starting
Oct. 3 workers unless the unions agree to nearly $346
million in concessions.
"I don't like to see one person laid off," Weicker said.
"but don't forget, unlike before, we're not in an area of
speculation here. The budget is a matter of law,and the law
calls for $346 million worth of labor concessions."
Robert Krzys, head of the Connecticut State Employees
Association,said the state wants workers to give back about
$540 million over the next three years,as well as $47 million
in raises that went into effect in July.
"It'stotally unacceptable.It'sa blankcheck,"he said."Ifthese
two positions don't change,I doubt there will be an agreement.'

4

•Auto fatality

liberty man dies in crash
LIBERTY (AP) — A 38-year-old man died of
massive head injuries when he was thrown from a car.
Donald Pearse was one offive passengers in the car
when it went out of control on a curve at the top of a knoll on
state route 173. When the driver tried to recover, the car
overturned and rolled over at least three times,state police said.

5

•Hostages released

Abducted explorers
leave a trail of dollars

•Fire

Nine communities
battle fire for 9 hours

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — Five explorers abLA('ONIA,N.H.(AP)— Firefighters from
ducted while searching for Noah's Ark said Saturd
nine
ay
communities battled a Laconia restaurant
they had left a trail of dollars, hoping to help efforts
fire for
more than two hours before bringing it
to rescue them from Kurdish rebel captors.
undercontrol.
The three-alarm fire destroyed Summer
field's RestauAmericans Ronald Wyatt of Nashville, Tenn.,
Marvin rant. Other parts of the building,
which housed several other
Wilson of Garland, Texas, and Richard M. Rives
of Mat- businesses,received smoke and
water damage.One fireman
thews,N.C.,were among five Westerners release
d unharmed suffered a minor burn.
Friday, near the central eastern city of Bingol.
Owners Randy and Risa Ewan of Guilfo
Interviewed on Turkish television, the five
rd closed the
said their restaurant last week citing
economic problems.
captors made them walk by night and hide
in woods by
The state fire marshall is investigatin
day.
g.
"We could see the helicopters flying over,
but they could
not see us," one of the Westerners told
reporters at a news •Plane accident
conference Saturday,a day after their three-week
ordeal ended.
He was not identified.
One of the former hostages, Gareth Thoma
s of Britain,
said the men were told by their abduct
ors where to find
W111)(AP) — A sea plane twsizr
authorities after their release. The fifth
d an sank whik.
explorer was Australanding
on WebbLakeSlur:lay afiernoon,but
lian Allen Roberts.
theMassachir
sets cutiple flying the plane waszi'
The separatist Kurdish guerrilla group
t
injured
,
authori
tim said
PKK,or Kurdish
The single-engine plane was
Labor Party, said it had held the men.
landing in gusty winds and
choppy water when a pontoo
Officials searching for the explorers
n on the plane's wingtip hit a
found U.S. curren- wave,
causing the plane to capsize,said
cy near the abduction site.
Paul Fournier.spokesman for the Department of
They were captured Aug. 30 while
Inland
Fisheri
es and Wildlife.
searching for NoThe pilot, Alan Perry,43,and
ah's Ark, which the Bible says landed
wife
Susan
,40,of Plynipnear Mount Ararat ton,
Mass., were rescued by
in present-day eastern Turkey.
neighbors using a boat, Fournier said "They got wet,
but they're OK," he said.

7

Sea plane capsizes, sinks
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•DTAV

Panel discusses the role ofpeace makers at DTAV
By Brian Leclerc

Volunteer Writer
Peace was the topic of conversation at a panel discussion held
Saturday as part of the dedication
ceremonies for the Doris Twitchell Allen Village.
The panel consisted of Doris
Twitchell Allen, Robert Chandler Jr., Eunice Baumann-Nelson, Bernard Lown and Jane
Smith, mother of the late Samantha Smith.
"I think one has to consider
peace within himselfand therefore
I am always looking at myself to
find peace," Allen said. Allen is a
psychologist and founder of the
Children's International Summer
Villages.
"I think we have to have it
(peace) within ourselves before it
can be radiated out to others," Allen
said.
Allen, a strong believer in human nature, said that one on one
communication with others will
help to promote peace.
Smith, focused on the impor-

tance of positive influences in the
home.
Listening, being optimistic
and allowing Samantha to voice
her opinions is what Smith feels is
what contributed to her daughter's
pursuit for peace.
Baumann-Nelson,the first Native American to graduate from
UMaine and the first Penobscot
Indian to earn a Ph.D.,said she was
unaware that her philosophies, values and ethics constituted something that was considered peace
making.
One person can make a difference, according to Baumann-Nelson. She said the peace movement
must start with individuals and
small groups in order to be successful.
Lown, Nobel Peace Prize winner and founder of the International Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War, stressed that too
many resources are going toward
unnecessary buildup of the military when the inner :cities of the
United States are confronted with
many problems.

Robert Chandler, Doris Twitchell Allen, Eunice
Baumann-Nelson, Bernard Lown, and Jane
Smith, comprised a panel Saturday discussing the
topic of peace.(Kiesow photo.)
"When we talk of third world will have to rebel in
order to change said.
countries,don't look to Africa,look the system.
He said that the attitudes of
to the inner cities of America,"
Chandler, recipient of the people must change in order to
Lown said.
World Food Prize, expressed his promote peace, a change that will
"When people talk of civil war views that optimis
m and enthusi- have to take place in people everyin Russia, that worries them. I'm asm is key and
that people must where,a change that Chandlersaid
worried about civil war in Ameri- help prevent
starvation throughout will take years.
ca," he said.
the world.
The general consensus of the
Due to the lack of health care
"If this panel was the boss of panel was that peace is possible
and educational programs in the the world, then
I don't think we but must come from within the
inner cities, Lown said that people would have any
wars," Chandler individual.

•Review

Junge Philharmonic, Yo-Yo Ma wow crowd at MCA
By Frank Spurr

Staff Writer
In 1974, a group of young and gifted
German music students got together and had
ajam session. Seventeen years and many new
members later, they performed at the Maine
Center for the Arts at the University of Maine.
The Junge Deutsche Philharmonic is an
unusual orchestra, as it has no permanent
conductor or artistic director, and is run by its
membership of German music students.
When they entered the Hutchins Concert
Hall, one audience member's first thought
was "Man,are they young!" They maintain
full heads of hair and enter smiling and laughing.They differ sharply from the stoic expressions normally found in senior orchestras.
Appearing with the orchestra was Guest

Conductor Michael Gielen, currently Chief tra by Witold Lutoslawski. He began
with a
Conductor of the Sudwestfunk Symphony long, barely audible note and continued with
Orchestra in Baden -Baden,Germany and Yo- high, shreik-like notes and long, wild
runs.
Yo Ma,acclaimed cellist.
The rest of the ensemble joined with abrupt
Technical precision was evident in blasts from the brass section.
Mozart's Symphony No. 25 in G minor, K.
Ma was so intense that he often appeared
183. but it was the enthusiasm with which to be in pain. His efforts caused some of the
they played which highlighted this first piece. hairs on his bow to break.
Standing out were the third and fourth
The piece featured a variety of instrumovements,the Menuetto;Trio and the Alle- ments including harp, piano and percussion.
gro. The Mermen()began with a noble, pow- The unusual piece sounded like traffic rusherful sound which sounded like a battle attack. hour in several places. It was a perfect piece
A haunting, deep-bass sound appeared to for Ma to demonstrate his brilliance.
come from the oboes.
"I love it. It was like a roller-coaster ride in
In the Allegro,the strings were on display. he dark," audience member Cate Davis said,
Often,they would race in one direction, while
the other instruments remained silent.
Ma was the featured performer during the
second piece.Concerto for Cello and Orches
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You couldn't anticipate the next phrase It
was such a surprise."
"It's like nothing I've ever seen before.
lie was just so intense," Lynn Thibeau said.
One couple agreed that Ma is a gifted
cellist, but they did not enjoy the dissonance
of Lutoslawski's piece. They said they were
used to more melody.
The orchestra, whose average age is 24,
completed the program with Schubert's Symphony No.9in C major,D.944,a melodic piece
which featured slow strings and oboes as well
as the Allegro Vivace movement which began
with explosive fanfare, faded into a barely
audible pulse, and concluded with a bang.

Fisher
Scientific

ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC
EQUIPMENT
EXHIBITION
North and South Lown Rooms
Memorial Union

Tuesday, September 24, 1991
8 am - 4 pm
• Refreshments will be served! •
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•Rape Awareness Week

Self-defense lecture ends
By Mike McLaughlin
Volunteer Writer
As Rape Awareness Week came
to a close
Friday, the audience at "Self
Defense for
Women" was told that their mimes
are their
best weapon.
The audience in the
Memorial Union's
Bango,
r Lounge listened to
a lecture and
watched a demonstration by
Tracey Smith
and his assistant Dave
DeMarco.
Smith,former president of
Theta Chi fraternity, is a black belt in
Chinese G0.113 and
has 12 years experience in
various other martial arts. He has worke
d as a bodyguard, a
bouncer, and a security
consultant for many
local businesses.
DeMarco, also known as
"Dave from
Boston" to many students
on campus, was at
one time a guard at Walpo
le State prison in
Massachusetts, former home of
famed criminal Willy Horton.

Throughout the lecture and demonstration
Smith emphasized the importance of using
mind over matter. Ile said he would "rather
have women think their way out" of potential
assault situations whenever possible.
One of Smith's suggestions was that
women show aggression with their voices.
For example, if a man begins to use force
with a woman at a party. Smith said she
should let him and everyone else around
know she does not approve of what he is
doing by yelling. This would bring attention to the situation and prevent the man
from making further advances. Smith explained.
During the lecture the audience was given
sheets with additional information on avoiding and defending against assaults. They discussed a variety ofsafety precautions,such as
increasing safety within dorms.
After the lecture, Smith showed the audience some self- defense maneuvers effecti
ve

Awareness Week with forte
against sexual assaults. He explained that
women should use fingers,elbows,forearms
and feet as their primary weapons. He also
said that sonic good targets to aim for on an
attacker are the nose,jaw, ears, throat, ribs,
instep and groin.
Smith then demonstrated how to get out of
a variety of holds and grabs through the use of
"circular movements" and by "unbalancing
the opponent."
"If an attacker grabs you from behind
make sure you see him," Smith said.
In order to prevent an attacker from repeating the crime, a woman must be able to
recognize and tell authorities about him,
Smith said.
Smith does not recommend that women
carry weapons such as guns and knives to
defend themselves unless they are well trained
in their use.
"If you use a weapon on an attacker,
you're taking a chance of the weapon being

•Health

used against you also," he said.
He said women should use less obvious
weapons like pens, nail files and high heeled
shoes.
"A woman could pin a man's foot to the
ground by driving her high heel through his
instep," Smith said.
Smith and DeMarco urged women never to let men intimidate them regardless of
their size. They explained that if a woman
makes up her mind she is not going to be
raped, she has the power and the tools to
"fight back."
Smith recommended that all women seek
some sort of training to help them avoid or
defend against sexual assaults.
Ile also said one of the best ways to he
prepared for an assault_ is through "visualization." He said women should rehearse defenses
to possible attacks in their mind, because "defending yourself is only as limited as your
imagination."

Maine Med says it can't afford to subsidize AIDS

PORTLAND (AP) — Maine Medical
Center says it's in no position to
subsidize the
state's first AIDS research and treatm
ent center, raising questions as to whethe
r it will ever
get off the drawing boards.
"We would love to do this the
way the
AIDS community would like us
to. But this is
not a garden variety kind of
hospital service,"
said Donald L. McDowell, president of
the
Portland hospital.
'The hospital is not in the position to
subsidize" the proposed experimental drugs
for acquired immune deficiency syndrome.
Hospital officials have decided not to seek
the state's permission to increase patient rates
to pay for the center, which has been in the
planning stages for four years.

McDowell said he believes the costs for
the center should be borne by
all taxpayers,
not just MM('patients.
The hospital four years ago asked the state
Human Services Department for permission
to hike patients rates to pay for the center, but
the state refused.
In the meantime,state officials have been
working with Maine Medical on an alterna
te

plan to allow the hospital to raise its rates and
open the center. But McDowell told the Portland Press Herald that the hospital does not
want to increase patient charges
The center "has to be underwritten by
someone other than the patients at Maine
Medical Center," he said.
AIDS activists have been pushing for the

Take Your Computer
Evergwhere You Go!
The Laser IBM PC4: The alternative to a
laptop $/39. The wordprocessor with Spelling
Checker and Lotus compatible Spreadsheet let
you
take the two most popular personal productivity
all
..... n,
tools anywhere. Base unit has 32K of memor
•
Int
y. PC
om.afiscle.
Tools Desktop software and cable included
for easy
allI
•111•1111
file transfer to and from your IBM. Also built
in to
PC4 are Expense Account Manual, Appointmen
t
Book,Telephone Directory, Alarm Clock, Person
al File, Calculator and more
AC adaptor included. Now available. For an upgra
de to 128K add $35.
"The Perfect Notebook Computer" --PC Home

Journal(April/May '91)

The Laser MAC PC4: New Portable Computer
for Mac $239. Two
pounds. Four line screen. The new Laser PC4
transfers information to and
from a Mac(or prints directly to a parallel or serial
printer). Includes cables
for Mac interfacing and to an Imagewriter for direct
printing. Word
processor, spell check, telephone directory, Lotus compat
ible spreadsheet,
appointment book, expense account module, person
al file, calculator, alarm
and more are all built in. Includes AC adaptor. 32K SRAM
expands to 128 K
for $35 extra.

Open Monday - Friday,
8:00 to 5:30
Saturday
11:00 to 5:00
Hundreds ofdiscounted ganu,
A,
productivity programs in stock
,forMac, 111m, Apple & GS.
Call or stop 1,J.for yourfree
discount campus catalog

"Vnly I malefront campus"
33 Pond Street, Orono

• 866-7093

center because they say community medical
care for people who are HIV-positive is lacking. They maintain there are few specialists to
treat AIDS,and that a clinic at MMC is staffed
by doctors with little knowledge ofthe disease.
Activists also point out that many doctors
will not accept patients on Medicaid,the usual
funding source for people in advanced stages
of the disease.

One of those leading efforts to open the
AIDS center, Toby Simon,expressed bewildennent over the latest development.
'The AIDS center is so bogged down in
politics that no one knows what is going on
any more. I seriously wonder if it will ever be
built," said Simon, a member of the resource
center task force and the group A(T-UP-

center

Maine.
One of Maine's leading AIDS speciali
left the state last winter after expressing f
tration the center was not being built.
Michael Bach said he and other doctors w
being forced to subsidize the care for hu
dreds of patients receiving Medicare.
The Maine Medical Association two w
ago announced it was giving $10,000to M
to help establish the center. The doct
group said the donation was intended to
a message to state politicians to get mov in
the project.
The Legislature eat lief this year reject
proposal to allow Maine Medical to skip
rules forcing them to seek state hospital
ulators' approval to establish the center.

You try to ignore it, but...

The Sale
Rolls On!

It's no use. You just can't avoid us
for another minute. And why
would you want to? With the
'91 Jam& Exile priced
at $414, or the Jamis
Diablo priced at
$550, who could
resist? You know
you want to, so
come on in for a

If a rock-bottom price on the Jamis
doesn't make your blood boil, how
about ninety bucks hacked off
the price of the '91 GT
Tachyon? Still
resisting? Try $140
bucks off the topflight Bridgestone
MB.?(only $579!).

test-thrash today.

Your destiny
is calling.
Heed. Ride.

36A Main Street Orono, Maine•
866-3525
Monday & belay 9-5• Tuesday through Thursday
9-7 •Saturday 9-4
Closed Saturday, September 28th
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•Science

Hordes ofstudents visit 2nd

By Beverly A. Gabe

annual Tour ofTomorrow'

demonstration showing how
soil
Staff Writer
collapse happens and what
can be
done to stop it.
Green and red arrows pointed
"If we study areas that
to the future on Friday, Sept
have
. 20.
clay deposits, we are able
to see the
The College of Engineering
causes(of the collapse) and
sponsored the second biennial Tour
come
up with some remedies
," said a
of Tomorrow, which
took stu- civil engineer
ing student running
dents through Boardman,Benn
ett, the display.
Barrows and other halls on an
od"I think that the tour went
yssey of science.
pretty well," said Professor
Harlan J.
Onsrud, of the Surveying and
Engineering department.
"Attendance was up
"We wanted to show tha
t years ago. I estimate from two
d from the
you don't have to go to
amount of nametags given out
that
M.I.T. to see some ofthe about 2,200 people
came for the
advancements going on." tour," he said.
Rubber tires were the subject of
— Professor Harlan J.
another display on the Tour of
ToOnsrud
morrow. After a mandate to
the
Maine Department of Trans
portation from the state, researcher
s have
Groups of university, high and
discovered a way to reuse old tires.
grammar school students, as well
The tires are transformed into
lightas the general public, were
seen weight fill for roads
and highways,
following the green and red arro
ws creating a vehicle forel
iminating old
that led to the various demonstr
a- tires that pile up with no
purpose.
and displays around campus.
Onsrud said the purpose of the Dan Collin, left, and Ralph Bates check out Roboches
s, a robotic arm linked to a computer chess
ofessor Clinton Winne, who
game.(Boyd photo.)
Tour of Tomorrow was "to let
the
involved in crowd control,said
people of the state of Maine
know
Transit systems,like the underalthough most of the people
It was first tested at the Univer- United State
what was going on at the unive
s and overseas.
rsi- ground system in Boston
ding were students,there were ty
nick- sity of West Virginia as a way of
as far as scientific adva
efficient transporAs
most
the
nce- named the "T', were also a subje
her ofolder people who came ment
ct reducing traffic jams and provid- tatio syst
. We also wanted to show
PRT may bethe
em,
n
ofthe Tour ofTomorrow.The most
e the science show.
ing a reliable winter transportation come a fixture in major urban arthat you don't have to go to M.I.
T. modern transit system in the
In Boardman Hall, the Civil
world, system. Having proved extremely eas in
to see some of the advancem
the future. The Tour of Toents the Personal Rapid Trans
ineering Department set up a goin
it (PRT) effective, the PRT systems were morrow affor
g on."
ded the opportunity
oyes.. waadiacnuseked.
installed in oyes 80 cities in the
to experience it today.

Presidential election

ocratic presidential hopefuls
pear before party faithful
By John King

Former Massachusetts Sen. Paul TsonAP Political Writer
gas was next and kept up the Bush bash
ing
while saying the party needed to stick to
its
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Democratic
commitment to women's rights and mino
r
presidential hopefulsjockeyed Saturday for
ities and working people but must adopt a
position in a field oflittle-known candidates
pro-business approach to economics.
that for now has no clear frontrunner and
"George Bush, this is the first day of the
whose members often defy their party's
end of your presidency," said Tsongas.
a
traditional labels.
long shot in the Democratic field.
Seven of the party's declared and posFor the candidates, the session offered a
sible 1992 contenders were appearing chan
ce for media exposure and to lobby the
back-to-back before the Democratic Naparty activists who hold the key to organiza
tional Committee,some 400 party faithful tiona
l support in their states.
from all 50states gathered for the last time
Still, the Democrats would appear at this
before next summer's nominating con- early
date to have faint hopes of upsetting
vention.
President Bush, particularly if their candi
With the Iowa caucusesjust five months date enters
the race with little national recaway,this weekend's meeting brought sud- ognition.
den life to a campaign and a party that for
A Gallup poll conducted last week to
months have appeared moribund."Welcome Cable News
Network showed Bush with a
to what is clearly the start of the 1992 68 percent appr
oval rating and that many of
presidential campaign," party Chairman the Democrat
ic prospects were little known
Ronald H. Brown said in opening the meet- even among Demo
cratic voters.
ing.
Yet some Democrats were hopeful, a
Iowa Sen.Tom Harkin was first up in the guing that a new face
will have the best
parade of candidates, warrning the crowd chance of making an effec
tive case for change
with a spirited, mocking attack on President after 12 years of Republic
an control of the
Bush and promising not to duck the liberal White House.
label that has hurt Democrats in campaigns
The hopefuls due to parade before the
past.
party faithful Sunday included two of three
"I don't intend to apologize to anyone men considered as the top tier of
the field
for being a Democrat," Harkin said in his Harkin and Arkansas Gov. Bill Clint
on. The
podium-pounding speech."We haven't been third, Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerr
ey, skipped
wrong,we've been and we ought to be proud the meeting but his aides work
ed aggresto say so. .. •'S time for us to reassert sively throughout the past three days
lining
ourselves and what our values are."
up support.
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:ollegeBriefs
Cheerleader files sexual
discrimination suit over
weight charge

•Photocopying crimes

s

Students may pay more for photo
copies

By Amy Hudson

the judge rejected that claim.
right requests for about 30 of
its members. It
The ruling applies not just to Kinko's hut
(CPS) — Students likely
pla
SIURRS,Conn.(CPS)— A
ns to extend the service in Oct
wil
l be paying to any other copy sho tha
Universityof
ober to all of
p t produces course its memb
more this year as the result
Connecticutcheerleaderisn
ers.
of a federal court , packets. It mean
'tdoingcartwheels
s they all must get publishers'
ruling that requires commer
for herschool these days.Ins
This is how it works: A professor
cial copy centers permissio
tead,she threw the
bringsa list
n for everything they photocopy,
to get permission to photoc
university for a loop by filing
of
the
needed materials for a certai
opy
cou
rse mate- adding "time and cost to
a sexual discrimn
cla
ss to the
the educational pro- campus boo
rials.
ination complaint after offici
kstore, which in turn, for
als dismissed her
ces
s,"
sai
Adr
d
war
ian
ds the
na Foss, spokeswoman for
It's all because of a U.S. Dis
from the squad for weighing
list to the NACS to secure copyri
trict Court's the Ventura, Cal
too much.
ght permission.
if.
,
pri
co
nt
rul
mp
an
ing
y.
las
t
ma
rch against Kinko's Graphi
The Connecticut Cornmissi
"We're averaging under 10
on on Human
cs
The class packets are costing more
days to get all
Corp., which owns about
Rights and Opportunitie
thi
s
permissions for a certain
the
30
0
co
py shops year because publisher
s is looking into
cla
ss," Bullard
nationwide, most of the
s are finally getting said.
Michele Budnik's complaint
While it's a "terrific turnar
m near campuses. paid roy
filed in July.
oun
alt
ies
d," Bullfor
their material. And getting
Judge Constance Baker-Motl
"Wefeel itis inappropriate to
ard says it doesn't match wha
ey ruled that the permissio
commenton
t
ma
n
to
rep
ny copy
roduce a copyrighted matechains' popular "professo
the case right now becaus
shops did last year, when, in
r publishing" pro- rial tak
e it is still pending."
ma
es
y
tim
ins
e.
tances,
gram broke copyright law
said university spokesman
course materials could be rea
s.
Mark Roy.
"It can take days and even we
dy overnight
tinder the program, profes
Budnik, 21. who is 5 foo
ek
s
for
because the shops didn't bother
sors could cre- publisher
t 6, weighs 130
to get permiss to get back to us," Foss said.
ate special texts for their cla
pounds — five pounds ove
sio
sses by picking
n form publishers.
r the squad's limit,
"Pr
ofe
sso
rs
are
just now bringing us the
and choosing excerpts from boo
which doesn't vary wit
"Professors really have to und
ks, newspa- materials
h different heights.
."
erstand that
per and magazine articles and oth
Budnik, unavailable
the
er materials,
law and circumstances hav
for comment,told
"It
's
rea
lly
e
sta
changed,"
rti
the Associated Press
and then have Kinko's reprod
ng to snowball," atgreed
earlier that,"It's absouce and bind Scott Bul
Bullard said."They need to
pla
lar
n
d
lutely ridiculous.
ahe
of
ad to get
the
them together for the professor
National Association of
You should be judged
's students.
enough time to clear permis
Col
leg
on
e
Sto
sio
your ability and not
res
ns
leg
(N
ally."
AC
Kinko's had argued that its pho
S). The Ohio-based ashow much you wei
tocopying sociation
"If we get a request two day
gh."
,
whi
ch
s
bef
After her initial
rep
con
ore
res
sti
classents bookstores atcamtuted "fair use" under federal cop
suspension,Budnik
es start for materials there'
yright puses around
said
she starved herself
s going to he a
the country, established
laws because it was education
to try to lose the
as
al
a delay,' said Willia
in nature, but pilot pro
weight,
m Simpson, head of the
ject in May a service to
but decided instead to
handle copy- Universit
take action.
y of Connecticut's bookstore
.
•St

ressed students

BU dean resigns
after
plagiarizing

BOSTON (CPS)—
A Boston Univerdean submitted his
resignation after he
as accused ofcopyin
g a film critic's work
a spring commence
ment speech.
H. Joachim Maitre,
dean of the school's
liege ofCommunicatio
n. resigned in a letter to President John Sil
ber. in a July 12letter,
Maitre said he intended to
credit the film critic
in his commencement spe
ech, but simply
forgot The issue came to
light after The
Boston Globe printed excerp
ts ofthe speech.
Silber said he could notexcuse
the de.an's
plagiarism, even if it was ina
dvertent.

Shocking news: more

(('PS) — Significantly lar
ger numbers of
college students are seekin
g counseling for
depression. stress, eating
disorders and substance abuse at a time when
schools are cutting back mental health ser
vices, says a University of Florida psycho
logist.
Eighty-five percent of
directors of college
counseling tx-nters thr
oughout the nation reported an increase in serious psy
chological problems among college stu
dents in the past 10
years,said James Archer,wh
o has written a new
book called "Counseling
College Students."

Corporate America adjust
s
•Campus crime
to cuttural differences
MINNEAPOLIS (CPS
) — Corporate
America is changing its att
itude about cultural differences in the wor
kplace,say two
University of Minnesota res
earchers. But
until the problem is attack
ed squarely,companies will lose productiv
ity and profit.
ResearthassistantSandraJ
ohnsonarkiMary
Ann Smith,assistant professor
ofvocational and
technicaleducation,compiled
inf.:vitiationfrom
major firms about strategies for
dealing cultural
and personality diffeterars in the
wotiTiace.

students have stress

"I'd say it's a signif
icant increase,and it's
been steady." said
Archer, director of the
counseling center at the
University ofFlorida.
The type ofdisorders
treated at the centers
ranged from the counse
ling for depression,
stress,alcohol and drug
addiction to problems
stemming from physical,
mental and sexual
abuse.C'ollege students are
also susceptible to
loneliness, feelings of
alienation and pressures to get good grades
and jobs.
"It's not as easy as 10to
15 years ago to get
a job with a college degree
," he said.

Being away from home,stu
dents also in:i.
discover for the first time tha
t they have difficulties relating to their pee
rs or professors
because they come from
abusive families.
Archer said it was difficult
to tell whether
the disorders are actually inc
reasing or whether
students are more willin
g to seek counseling
because such problems
are more openly discussed. The result is the
same: More students
are turning to counseling
centers for help.
Unfortunately,mostailleges
arecuninghealth
services,including counselin
g,for lack offunding.

Fraternity brothers do

ing time for hazing

AUSTIN,Texas(CPS)—
An initiation July 9 to
serve 30 days in jail, and
ritual has resulted in jai
Asel 15
l terms for three day
s. Bowden received a
members ofa University of
$5
00
fin
e
Texas fraternity. probat
and a
ionary sentence. Travis
Matthew Dennis of Kine
County Judge
wood, Texas, David Pur
year approved the agreem
Richard Asel of Plano,Texas,
ents.Four
Todd Bowden other fra
ternity members also
of Dallas, and Christopher
face multiple
Temple of Hous- count
of hazing charges.
ton,pleaded nocontest to mis
demeanor chargThe fraternity members
es of hazing.
were accused of
beating Mark Sanders,
Dennis and Temple eac
a pledge from Fort
h were ordered Worth,
Texas, with a paddle so
severely that

Senior Council
is looking for interested Ju
niors
and Seniorsto help planand or
ganizegraduation
and graduation activities for th
e upcoming year.
(Seniors must be graduating
in May, 1992)
Ifinterested, please c
ontact Carol in
Student Activities Of
fice.
Please apply by October 1st.

SP

Sanders' lower spine
was fractured. The
Sigma Nu chapter has
been abolished from
the campus.
Meanwhile, an invest
igation by the
county attorney's off
ice into hazing misconduct at the Austin
campus has resulted
in $10,000fines being
levied against chapters of Phi Gamma Del
ta, Pi Kappa Alpha
and Beta Theta Pi.

STUDY SKIL

LS SERIES
NEW STUDENT P RO
GRAMS
FALL SEME
ST
ER 1991
On Wednesday aftern
oons during the mont
hs of September, Oct
and December an imp
ober, November.
ortant series of group
study skills workshop
the North Bangor Lo
s will be offered in
unge, Memorial Un
ion al 3:15 p.m. Th
assist you in developin
e topics presented wil
g efficient and produc
l
tive study habits, whi
to some specific tec
le introducing you
hniques and strategie
s
for
improving your skills
If you are unable to
in certain areas.
attend a workshop of
interest to you, visit
Student Programs,
the Office of New
217 Chadbourne
Hall to obtain wo
schedule an individua
rkshop materials
l meeting with the
and/or
Study Skills Coordi
nator,(207)581-18
26
September
October in
rilft• Mana
gement
Superlearning
October 2
November n
Test Taking St
rategies
Strengthen Your
Reading
October 9.
November I I
Notetaking Tips
and
More Test Taki
Tactics
ng Strategies
No
ve
mb
er
20
;
Maximizing Yo
Writing Colleg
ur Memory
e Papers
December 4
Preparing For
Final Exams
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•Campus crime

Crime information may be more av

(CM — Students may
be able to get
more detailed information
about crime on
their campuses if Congress
amends a federal
privacy-protection law many
campuses have
been citing to withhold secur
ity reports.
The U.S. Department of
Education,
which oversees most federal
college programs,asked July 11 that the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA), a
1974 law known as the Buck
ley Amendment, be changed to allow
campuses to
release crime reports to the publi
c.
Most state open-records laws requi
re the
release of reports by campus offic
ers with
the power to make arrests, but most
colleges
have refused to release the reports,
citing the
Education Department's interpreta
tion of
the Buckley Amendment.
As the law is written, the department
says, it's illegal to release campus crim
e
reports that include the names of stude
nts
arrested by campus security officers.
The law, Education Secretary Lama
r
Alexander said in a statement,"has made
it

difficult, sometimes impossible, for
a college to report campus crime. That
makes no
sense. The federal government shoul
dn't
keep colleges from making campus
crime
information available to students and their
families. I don't think Congress ever
expected that."
Earlier, U.S. Sen. Tim Wirth, D-Colo.,
introduced an amendment to a crime-prevention bill that would allow colleges
to
release crime reports. The amendmen
t was
approved by the Senate, and the bill
was
approved by the Senate July II.
Observers said it was unlikely anything
would happen before most students retur
n to
campus.
"We need to get something done before
school starts," maintained mark Good
man,
executive director of the Student Press Law
Center in Washington, D.C.
"Too many colleges are withholding
crime reports unfairly."
While no one at the Education Department would offer any reason for the chan
ge

ailable iflaw amended

of heart, Goodman,for one figures it was a
move to save face.
"They were so politically damaged by
the position," said Goodman."Now they act
as if the proposal takes them off the hook."
For now, student journalists are finding
it nearly impossible to report o the safety of
their campuses.
"It really is a big pain," said Lyn Schrotberger, editor of the Collegian, the student
paper ofColorado State University. Up until
last spring, Schrotberger had no problem
getting crime reports from campus security.
But the Collegian happened to be one of
17 schools cited during a recent hearing
between Traci Bauer, former editor of the
student paper at Southwest Missouri State
University, and campus officials.
During testimony on behalfof the paper,
Goodman released the names of 17 schools
that had been giving crime reports to student
papers on a regular basi4for at least two years.
Federal District Judge Russell Clark ruled
that Southwest Missouri State University

must release crime reports to the student
newspaper, but the decision applied only to
that case, and the judge didn't order the
Education Department to change its policy.
Instead,the Education Department wrote
to the 17 schools warning them to stop releasing the records or face losing federal funds.
Colorado State officials — as did others
that received the letter— stopped releasing the
names of students in crime reports to Schrotberger even though state law requires it.
"We had to weigh each case separately
and make students sign a waiver to release
any information," said Donn Hopkins,chief
of CSU university police.
Arizona State university student journalists encountered the same problem."Once.
we received the letter we stopped giving out
the reports," said Nancy Tribbensee,associate general counsel. Arizona State officials
considered going to court to get permission
to resume making the security reports public, but decided to wait for Congress to come
through with new legislation, she said.

•South Africa

Bush administration asks
universities to end divestment
in South Africa
(CPS) — Citing recent racial reforms in

South Africa, the Bush administration has

urged colleges and universities to revoke policies against owning stock in companies that
do business in that country.
The request came July 10 as President
Bush announced that the U.S. would lift the
economic sanctions that were imposed on
South Africa in 1986.
"We hope that state and local governments and private institutions in the United
States will take note of our action and act
accordingly," Bush said.
In recent years, scores of campuses have
sold off stocks in companies that do business
in South Africa, including many of the country's biggest campuses. As of 1989 at least 36
institutions with endowments of more than
$50 million had totally divested and an additional 40 had partially divested, according to
the Investor Responsibility Research Center,
a non-profit center that provides information

to institutional investors.
College officials who try to revoke divest-

inent policies can expect strong student opposition, activists promise.
"I don't think it's time to stop divesting until
everyone has a vote,"said Julius 1)a vid,president
ofthe United StatesStudent Association.a Washington,l).C.,group representing student govern
merits. s still not a democratic country."
"We definitely don't think it's tirne,"added
Richard Knight ofthe New York-based Africa
Fund,which has coordinated much of the antiapartheid activity on American campuses for
20 years."Bush never liked the sanctions and
he took the first opportunity to lift them."
Meanwhile, colleges that spent years debating divestiture policy aren't expected to
suddenly reverse themselves.
The University of Illinois is unlikely to
change its divestiture policy anytime soon,
several members of the board of trustees
recently told The Daily Illini.

Absolute t Soccer
n incredible little store packed with
everything for SOCCER PLAYERS,
FANS and OFFICIALS
Runners and Crosstrainers,
we have Sporthill clothing

A

New fall hours: rIliesday - Friday
Saturday

12 pm -8 pm
10 am - 3pm

If these hours are not convenient,
call for an appointment at 827-8201
22 North Main St.

Old Town

•Sound advice

Did you ever wonder...
Why doesthe sound of a fingernail
on a blackboard make you cringe?

from the noise. One thing becomes clear:
It's definitely not music to your ears.

(AP)— There are pleasant sounds and

Feeling sleepy? Then it may be
time for your afternoon nap

there are unpleasant sounds. Sometimes the

difference isjust a matter of taste. For example, you may like rap music. Someone else
might find it annoying.
But there are sounds that bother almost
everyone—like the piercing shrill ofa whistle
or the sound of a fingernail on a blackboard.
These twosounds have something in common. They are both high-pitched and loud.
The higher and louder a sound is, the more
likely that it will be painful to the human ear.
Scientists aren't exactly sure why certain.
sounds make you cringe, but they think a
muscle in the middle ear may trigger the
reaction.This muscle(called the tensor tympani)contracts when it hears loud, high-pitched
sounds. When it contracts,it may cause you to
wince.The feeling may be so irritating thatjust
the memory of it can make you shudder.
When a sound makes you cringe, you
probably react automatically. You block
your ears with your hands or you turn away

(AP)—According to new research on
sleep habits,the human body performs best
when gets both a good night's sleep and
a
nap in the afternoon.
In one study, sleep researchers put volunteers in an underground room witho
ut
any way to tell time. The volunteers
were
told they could sleep any time they
wanted.
The volunteers tended to sleep twice
:a
long period at night and a short period in
the
middle of the afternoon.
Researchers also found that most people's naps last from 30to 90 minutes. After
napping, people have more energy. One
reason for this,say sleep researchers,is that
when you nap, you sleep very deeply.
"It's best to awaken from a nap gradually,"
says David Dinges, a sleep mseairher at the
University of Peruisylvania "Give yourself a
few minutes before doing anything important"

funday river
College Season Pass &
Student Discount Cards!!
Plus, receive a complimentary day ticket valued at

mninE

$39!!!

1991/92 Season Pass
$295
Full Time Students Only ($325 if purchased after

10/14/91)

Student Discount Card
$45
For more information ,your school's Sunday River Colle

ge Representatives are:

Michael Coletti 827-7541
Jon Huhn 866-0260
Stewart Hoober 866-4034

4

4.410,00%.‘
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•Iran-Contra scandal likely to come up in Gates hearing
• Cuomo criticized by gay rights activists
• Gunman kills nurse, takes hostages in maternity ward

•CIA

•
Mysterio
us huri-Contra memo may su

rface in Gates hearing

WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP)—Jo
hn Poin- hostages nor will we," Rea
gan told the nation
dexter tore it up. President
But II months had passed.and Gates said testimony in question.
Reagan said he Nov. 13, 1986
.
couldn't remember signing it.
he's
forgotten that fact by the time preparaDoherty says he handed a draft of the
William Casey
He said the same thing six days later at
didn't mention it. And Robert
a
tion
for Casey's testimony were under way. finding to Gates
s
Crates says he'd nationally tele
a day or so before Case!.
vised news conference.
forgotten it existed.
"I was in no position to know that some- testified Nov. 21,
1986. to the intelligence
The finding threatened to become a polit
It's a presidential doc
- thing significant was being left out of the committe
ument - called a ical bombshel
es
abou
the
t
Iran initiative.
l.
finding - that retroactivel
testimony" by Casey, Gates testified in 1987
y authorized CIA
hand
"I
ed
cop
a
y
to
Bob Gates with the
Cong
ress was askingiquestions about the
assistance for a secret
at his first set of confirmation hearings to commen
Nov. 25, 1985, ship- arms
t
that
we
had
just
found this draft,"
sale
s; Casey was going to have to testify bec
ment of Hawk missiles
ome CIA director.
to Iran.
Dohe
rty
told
Sena
the
on
Inte
te
Capi
lligence Commit
tol Hill.
The document, signed
Gates withdrew then because ofquestions tee in doc
by then-President
a
ume
nt
rele
It
was
ased
Thur
Gates,then the agency's deputy direc- abou
sday."I don't
Reagan after the shipment
t his role in the Iran-Contra affair.
was made,is at the tor,
know what Bob Gates did with this draft."
who oversaw the preparation of ('as
core of a foreign poli
ey's
cy initiative turned scanBut a statement by former CIA general
Gates undoubtedly will be questioned
testimony for appearances before cong
dal. It also figures prom
ressional counsel David Doherty placed Gate
inently in confinnation
s' sworn about it this week.
intelligence conunittees Nov
hearings for Gates, Presiden
. 21, 1986.
t Bush's choice to
The testimony took no note
head the Central Intelligence
of the finding
Agency.
to support the Hawks
The hearings on Gates'
ship
ment
•Gay rights
.
nomination reAlthough Casey was question
sume Tuesday, with testimon
ed closely
y from past and about
having the necessary legal
present CIA officials,and ques
authority for
tions are likely the
Hawk shipment, he never ment
about the ntysterious paper.
ioned the
secret paper.
The agency hurriedly drafted
the docuNeither did Poindexter. Reag
ment the day after the 1985 miss
an's national
ile shipment security
advisor, who met the same
because presidential authorizatio
day with
ALBANY,N.Y.(AP)— Gay rights activn is required intelligence
student State University of New York at Bufcommittee members before returnfor CIA activities other than
ists accused Gov.MarioCuomoon Satu
intelligence gath- ing to his
rday
of
falo
offic
because of the armed forces refusal to
e.
Once that-, he ripped up the givi
ering. A CIA-owned compan
ng in toconservative forces by not stan
y had shipped document in
ding
acce
pt
the
homosexuals. The order resulted from
the Hawks from Israel to
presence of his aide, Oliver behi
Iran.
nd his own administration's order barr
Nort
h,
and
ing
the
stud
a
ent'
National Security Council's legal
s complaint.
The finding showed that the
military recruiters from a state universi
U.S. govern- counsel, Navy
ty.
On Friday. after hours of discussion, Cuo
Cmdr. Paul Thompson,accordment was supplying arms to
"It's a slap in the face for the gay com
Iran in an attempt ing to
mu- mo aides announced that a state law
testimony from North and Poin
to free American hostages
requiring
dexter.
nity," said William Rubenstein, dire
held in Lebanon.
And Gates?
ctor of military recruiters he allowed on
A year passed.
any public
the American ('ivil Liberties Unio
n's
Lesbi- campus where other job recruite
Acco
rdin
g
to
notes taken by an assistant to an and
Word of U.S.anns deals with
rs
were perGay Rights Project.
Iran explod- John McMaho
mitted made it impossible to enforce
n,deputy assistant director of
ed in a Lebanese publication.
the order.
The
order, issued Thursday by the stat
the CIA,it was announced at a
e's
Some critics accused Cuomo of bow
Dec. 5, 1985, Office of Lesbian
"We did not. . . trade weapons . . . for
ing to
and Gay Concerns, would
meeting that Reagan had signed
political concerns and pressure from
the finding. prohibit military
cons
errecruiters from the 26,000vatives.

Gay rights activists criticize
Cuomo on recruiting
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from your friends at
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this ad.
(Offer expires October 4,
1991.)
if purchased prior to October 1, 1991
$325 through 11/4/91, $495 thereaft
er

Campus Representative: Athletic
Ticket Office
Phone: 866-2518
Hours: 8:30-4:30
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•Crime

Man kills nurse, takes over matern

ity ward for 17 hours

SANDY, Utah (AP) — A
man carrying detonated by
remote control. It could have parking
dynamite and two guns shot
lot, Mabey said.
and killed a wiped out half
"He took them everywhere,even when he
a block, said Salt Lake City
nurse and took over a
Roth, who was married, had been hired
hospital maternity Sheriff
went
to work,"said Alice Whitemore,alongAaro
n
Kennard.
ward Saturday, police said.
Sept. 5 but had only worked in the emergenHe gave up more
time
frien
d who lives three doors up the street
Expe
rts
defu
sed the dynamite, authori- cy room
than 17 hours later and free
for two nights,said hospital admin- in the
d nine hostages, ties said.
middl
e-class suburban neighborhood.
including a baby born during
istrator Douglas Fonnesbeck.
the standoff.
Neig
hbor
Kenn
ard
Lylau Cameron said Worthsaid
offic
ers also found a shotPolice said Richard L. Wort
Worthington's wife and the local Morhington, a gun and .357-caliber
ingto
n
eithe
r
owns
'or works for Evergreen
Magnum handgun they mon bishop were
39-year-old father of eight
at the scene but kept from Landscape in Sand
, said he went to believe was
y.
used
to
kill
the nurse.
Alta View Hospital to kill a
reporters. The couple has eight children,the
doctor who had
Jess
Gome
Wort
z,
spok
hing
a
ton
esman for Alta View
held
six
adults and three oldest a senior in high
operated on his wife two years ago
school,and the young- Hospital, said the
to prevent infants on the top floor
rema
ining 32 patients
of
a maternity wing est about 2.
her from becoming pregnant
again.
were evacuated from the 75-bed hospi
connected to the main building by
tal
an en"During initial negotiations he
Neighbors and friends described Worth- and
wanted closed skywalk, police
moved to other hospitals.
said.
his wife and the doctor,and he
ingto
n
as
a
quiet
man,something of a loner,_
wanted to kill
Sandy, a community of about 80,000, is
One of the hostages gave birth
the doctor," said Salt Lake Poli
about with a strong work ethic and a love
ce Sgt. Don three hours into the
for
his
locat
ed 15 miles south of downtown Salt
standoff,hospital spokes- children.
Bell, part of a team of negotiators
who talked man Jess Gomez said.
Lake
City in southeastern Salt Lake Valley.
Police said Worthwith Worthington by telephone
during the ington let nurses care
for infants.
standoff.
•Persian Gulf War
Nurse hostage Margie Wyier help
ed
The doctor, obstetrician Glad
e Curtis, deliver the baby of a youn
g mother giving
said Worthington had threatened
him repeat- birth for the first time
,
then
soothed the
edly since he performed surgery
to tie the gunman when he became
agita
ted, police
fallopian tubes of Worthington's wife,
Karen. said
Curtis fled as the siege began.
The situation was frightening because of
Worthington was arrested and held with
- the gunman's changing moods, but
the hosout bail at the Salt Lake City-County Jail
By Barry Schweid
for tages calmed each other and tried
Kuwait, said the officials.
not to
investigation of aggravated murder,
AP Diplomatic Writer
eight agitate him, Wyier said.
Among the major paid-up contributors are
counts of aggravated kidnapping and
"pos"We all worked with each other to calm
Japan, which donated $10 billion, and Gersession of an infernal machine," for possessWASHINGTON (AP) — Kuwait and
each other, we really did. We all broke dow
many, which gave $6.5 billion.
n Saudi Arabia are $5.8
ing explosive materials.
billion short of fulfillat times and cried and were all writi
Kuwait is $2.8 billion short and the Saudis
ng ing their pledge to defra
Bell said Worthington maintained that he
y the costs of forcing about $3 billion.
letters to family saying goodbye, but ever
y- Iraqi troops out of
and his wife hadn't consented to the operaKuwait and defending
body did really well," she said.
"We do expect the remaining amount to
tion.
Persian Gulf oil fields. U.S. officials
say.
be paid in a reasonable time," a U.S. official
The siege began shortly after midnight.
"He said they were all liars, they were all Dr.
All the other major donors have paid, said. "But this is not a loan
Brent Mabey,an emergency room phypayment. It is
cheaters. He said,"Those doctors raped my
thou
gh South Korea is about $130 million contribution. Ther
sician, said a clerk ran into the hospital to
e is no time frame."
short on a $355 million pledge, the officials
wife," Bell said, his voice hoarse after hours say
The pledges from wealthy nations woe
a man with a shotgun had blown out a
told
of negotiations.
The Associated Press.
tained by Secretary of State James A. Baker
window in the adjacent Women's Health
In Curtis' office, near where WorthingThe U.S. government has collected $48 and Secretary
of the Treasury Nicholas B
ton held all hostages. police found a foot- Center.
billion ofthe $54 billion in worldwide pledges. "ing
When police arrived,they found a wom
theto
thewas
aim
Amer
i0Off
ican
Setpu
war
blic
oasts
thavtihile
the dtive
It cost the Treasury an estimated $61 billi
square package of dynamite that could
on to
be an who had been shot in the hospital's
protect Saudi Arabia and force Iraq to give up
Saddam Hussein had worklde support_

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia owe
U.S.$6B for war work

INFORMATION
SESSION
The officer selection team will be
providing information and
conducting informal interviews for
Agaidatrapecliminaryl*.
Honor takes on a SpeOGI meaning
isiben you take on the responvOdity of becoming a lawyer in the
United States Marine Corps Your
hist trio, mil be to prove you hove
the qualities to be o Monne Corps
Officer-an honor indeed Once
yt)tivepirNen that. your getplenty
ofexperience putting those unique
qualities to use in a court oflaw
If this soundslike Meplace where
you d lake to sharpen if legal
skills, welt get to the point .4
4
Coll 1-800 MARINES
However XS nOt our paxme to take lust M
ol
i
n
a
anyone

TbeFegallieProad.The WanDea

potential officer candidates,
September 24-27 at Hilltop Lobby
between the hours of 10a.m. and
2p.m. Also, free helicopter rides
will be offered on September 26.
Those students interested in
becoming part of the Marine
Aviation program are encouraged
to attend.
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WorldNews

•Gorbachev will emerge as Soviet leader says Shevardnadze
• Ceasefire called between Croatia and Yugoslavian army
• Important captives may be held until final stages of swap

•Soviet Union

Shevarclnadz?criticizes Gorbachev,but says he will head government

By Bryan Brumley

without a center,"he said in the interview.
friend" but said the president paid too much stake is with democracy and democratic forcIn addition to his political activities, She- attention to the short-rangetact
ics of political es. And in this, my dear friend was too late."
vardnadze has founded the Foreign Policy survival and too
attent
little
Shevardnadze rejected accusations,coinion
to the longMOSCOW(AP)— Former Foreign Min- Assoc
iation, a reformist think tank. He also range strategy of refor
m.
mon among Soviets at all levels, that Gorister Eduard A. Shevardnadze faults Mikhail
has devoted to his alliance with Russian reDuring Crorbachev's more than six years bachev somehow took part in the coup.
S. Gorbachev for "fluctuations and indecipublic President Boris N. Yeltsin against the in power
,he"was constantly far to one side or
"We had a long talk" after the putsch.
sion" but believes the Soviet president will failed
hard-line coup.
another," said Shevardnadze. "tie enjoyed Shevardnadze said. "I dort't think he particiemerge as the head ofa stable central governShevardnadze criticized Gorbachev for maneuvering too much
.This is the root of his pated in it or sanctioned it. No. I have no
ment.
not seizing on his resignation last December constant fluctu
ations and indecision."
doubts."
"Gorbachev will enter history as a great "to
make a dramatic, sharp turn toward deFor any major politician, Shevardnadze
But, he said,"what I criticized, am criti
reformer,as a great revolutionary," Shevardmocracy."
said,"there is a moment when one has to say cuing and will criticize the president
nadze said in a wide-ranging interview with
for was
Instead,Gorbachev sided with hard-liners that tactical consi
derations are not the most the fact that he did not listen to the warnings
U.S.journalists.
who ultimately staged the putsch. And the important,
but say, This is my strategy. My given to him."
Shevardnadze, who announced his resig- Sovie
t leader ignored repeated signs that
nation Dec.20 warning of"dictatorship,"said
"sooner or later the reactionaries would at•Yugoslavia
he would devote his energies to the Demo- tack,
that a threat ofdictatorship was a real one
cratic Reform movement political party he since
there were real rehearsals,real assaults,"
and others founded.
Shevardnadze said.
Despite the collapse of Kremlin authority
These rehearsals included the bloody
after the botched Aug. 18-24 hard-line coup, crack
down on the Baltics in January, a vain
Shevardnadze predicted "the center will hold. attem
pt
to ban a pro-Yeltsin demonstration
I don't know which repub
lics will be there, but March 28 and an attempt over the summ
er to
he center will hold,
By Ivan Stefanovil
because the republics will give then-Prime Minister
saying that the two sides had agreed to order
Valentin Pavlov
be interested" in
maintaining economic ties.
Assoc
iated Press Writer
executive powers rivaling those ofGorbachev.
an "absolute cease-fire" at 3 p.m. (9 a.m.
Representativesfrom most ofthe 15forme
r
"The threat from the right is still there and
EDT).
Soviet republics, inclu
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) — The
ding the independent it could intensify," Sheva
He said in the statement that he t.vasOrderrdnad
ze
said.
"In
Baltic states, are discu
federal defense minister and Croatia on Sunssing creation of an view of the aggravatio
ing
all federal forces "to cease all attacks and
of
n
the
social
and
"economic space" similar
day declared a cease-fire in the bloody fightto the European economic situation in the count
move
ments" at that hour. The statement was
ry,
the
worsCommunity.
ening of material conditions ... right-wingers ing between the army and forces of the break- published by the Yugoslav news agenc
y Tan"Once an economic space is recognized.it
away republic.
can gain a certain degree of popular suppo
jug.
rt."
is impossible for such a space to function
The
agree
ment was based on Croatia's
Shevardnadze called Gorbachev a "dear
Vesna Skare, a spokeswoman for TudjAssociated Press Writer

Another ceasefire in Yugoslavia
started between two sides

offer Saturday to ease a blockade of
military

Planning
an event
that could
use extra
funding
0

The Comprehensive Fee
Services Fund will assist
organizations recognized by
Student Government or the
Association of Graduate Students
by covering up to 80% of the expenses
associated with specific set-up costs'
Applications for this fund are available
at the following Memorial Union locations:

Center:1bl- Student Sewices— 3rd floor
Memorial Union Director's Office — 2nd
floor
Student Activities Office — 2nd floor
Student Programming Office— 2nd floor
• i.e. police coverage, fire marshalls, electr
icians,
and/or rental/custodial charges. (This fund
is
separate from the program fund.)

barracks if federal forces halted its current
offensive,the largest of the conflict,a spokeswoman for the Croatian President Franjo
Tudjman said.
Later,Tudjman read a statement on Croatian IV ordering a lifting of the week-old
embargo on water,food,electricity and medicine to army barracks in the republic.
It was not immediately clear, however,
Whether the cease-fire could halt the fighting
that has left 500dead in the three months since
Croatia declared independence on June 25.
Numerous cease-fires have been cobbled
together, mostly withuropean Community
help,to end the war between Croats,an ethni
c
Serb minority and - increasingly - the army.
All so far have failed.
The last cease-fire was signed Sept. 17 by
rivals Serbia and Croatia, Defense Minis
ter
Veljko Kadijevic, and Lord Carrington
of
Britain, the EC's mediator.
On Sunday, Kadijevic issued a statement

man, said the Croatian leader and
Kadijevic

reached a verbal agreement on the ceasefire
Sunday morning, apparently by telephone.
Even as the deadline approached for the
cease-fire to take effect,fighting raged anew.
Few details were available.
Skirmishes continued around the strategic
town of Vukovar, and fighting resumed in
Sibenik on the Adriatic coast, Belgrade radio
said. Three federal soldiers died and a dozen
were injured in a botched air attack by their
own side near Vinkovci, in the Slavonia region, Tanjug said.
The Serb-led army has increasingly intervened to help Croatia's Serb minority, in
a
continuation of the longstanding feud between the two republics over the country's
future.
Serbia, the largest republic, seeks a centralized government, while Western-leani
ng
Croatia and Slovenia seceded after they failed
in efforts to turn the country into a
looser
federation.

•Soviet Union

Armenians vote on independence
By Deborah Seward

Associated Press Writer
YEREVAN,U.S.S.R.(AP)— Armen
ians
voted Saturday on an independence
referendum that was expected to pass
overwhelmingly, paving the way for the republic
to join
others.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin,
meanwhile, sought to mediate Armenia's
bloody
ethnic conflict with neighboring
Azerbaijan.
Saturday's referendum was expec
ted to
win easily since 90 percent of the
republic's
3.3 million people are ethnic
Armenians who
overwhelmingly back independence.
Two-thirds approval is necessary
for it to
be valid under Soviet law. More
than 85
percent of the 2 million eligible
votes cast

ballots, the electoral commission said.
Observers from more than 50 countries
were invited to monitor the vote.
Official
results were to be announced in parla
iment
Monday.
Most of the remaining 12 Soviet republics
have declared some form ofindependen
ce,but
the Kremlin and the internationa commu
l
nity
have fully recognized only the
former Baltic
republics of Latvia, Lithuania and Eston
ia.
After casting his ballot in Yerevan. the
capital,President Devon Ter-Petros
ian called
it "a great day" for his people.
Armenia declared its independence in 1918
as the Czarist empire cnimbled,
but Bolshevik troops occupied the mount
ainous nation
and declared it a Soviet repub
lic in December
1920.
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•Hostages

Hezbollth leader says'important'hostages may be held longer
BAALBEK, Lebanon (AP) — A Shiite
Muslim leader with close ties to hostagetakers hinted Saturday the most "important"
captives may be held until the final stages of
a proposed hostage-for-prisoner swap.
Hussein Musai also suggested only one of
five Israeli servicemen missing in Lebanon
may still be alive, and that two German hostages might not be part of a deal to free the
Westerners.
The comments were the latest developrums in efforts to arrange a comprehensive
swap involving the Westerners, missing Israeli servicemen and more than 300 Arab
prisoners held by Israel, including Hezbollah
cleric Sheik Abdul-Karim Ubeid.

Musawi, who heads a pro-Syrian faction
in Hezbollah, suggested that because of their
value as bargaining chips, American journalist Terry Anderson and Church of England
envoy Terry Waite were unlikely to be freed
until Ubeid's release is negotiated.
Hezbollah is considered to be the parent
group for pro-Iranian Shiite factions holding
Western hostages.
"To some factions Terry Anderson could
be more important than the rest, while to
others Terry Waite could be more important,"
Musawi told The Associated Press. He did not
elaborate on their status.
Anderson,43,is the longest held Westerner. The chief Middle Fast correspondent of

The Associated Press was kidnapped March
16, 1985, and is held by Islamic Jihad, or
Islamic Holy War.
Waite,52,disappeared in Beirut on Jan.
20, 1987, during an attempt to negotiate
with Islamic Jihad for the hostage's freedom. No group has claimed to hold Waite,
but hostages freed by Islamic Jihad said
they had seen him.
I lbeid,39, was kidnapped by Israeli cornmandosfrom south Lebanon in July 1989. His
release had been a key demand of the kidnappers for freeing the Western hostages.
The Germans were kidnapped in south
Lebanon May 16, 1989. They are claimed to
be held be a group believed controlled by the

family ofconvicted terrorists Mohammed Ali .
Hamadi and Abbas Hamadi.
Mohammed Ali Hamadi is serving a life
sentence in Germany for the 1985 hijacking
of the TWA jetliner to Lebanon. A U.S. Navy
diver was killed and 39 American passengers
were held hostage for 17 days.
Abbas Hamadi was senftenced to 13 years
in prison in 1988 for kidnakiping Germans in
Beirut in a bid to free his bibther.
The Hamadis' elder brother, Abdul Hadi
Hamadi,is Hezbollah's Beirut security chief.
Eleven Westerners are missing in Lebanon - five Americans, three Britons, two
Germans and an Italian. Shiite leaders have
said that one Briton and the Italian are dead

•Party

Belize celebrates 10th anniversary,faces problems in future
By John Rice
Associated Press Writer
BELIZE CITY, Belize (AP)
When
tiny Belize marked 10 years of independence from Britain on Saturday,it had good
reason for cheer: neighboring Guatemala
has dropped claims on its soil and the economy is booming.
Yet the Central American nation on the
Caribbean coast isn't free from all ills. Its
popularity as a stopover for drug traffickers and a flow of refugees are raising concerns about increased crime and strained
resources

"Things could have gone worse, but a drug trade that uses Belize as a transit point.
lot has been done," said Prime Minister
New hotels have risen along the seaGeorge Price, who presided over the inde- coast. Old clapboard houses built on stilts to
pendence celebrations for the New Hamp- guard against hurricanes and soggy soil shire-sized country with a population of sport satellite dish TV antennas.
190,000.
Big American cars rumble down Belize
When it first broke from Britain in 1981, city's rutted streets past ragged bicycle-cart
the former British Honduras had a rough ice cream venders.
"We've gone a long way to improve the
economic start since prices for one of its
main exports,sugar, we# low and the global living standards for the people," Price said.
"But we have to do it for all the people."
economy was slumping.
Belizeans crowded the waterfront under
But per capita income has roughly doubled over the past decade to reach $1,600 drizzling skies late Friday night to watch
because of new investments, toulissu to the fireworks flash over the Caribbean.
harrier reef islands - and the Colombian
Ten years earlier, a rainstorm drowned a

Universi y of Maine
Guest Lecture Series
presents

11-1E DOORS'
John Densmore

fireworks display set up for independence,
and the threat of Guatemalan claims to the
territory cast a pall over the event.
In the mid-1970s,Guatemala had massed
troops on the Belizean border to bolster its
claim to its tiny neighbor. Worries of a
revived threat in 1981 encouraged Britain to
station roughly 1,500 troops here to support
Belize's600-man police force and 600-man
defense force.
Yet the threat was apparently removed
this month when Guatemalan President Jorge
Serrano recognized Belize - without even
informing hisforeign minister, Alvaro Arzu,
of the negotiations.

VETERANS It
VETERANS'
DEPENDENTS
V.A. regulations require that you verify
enrollment status.
Accordingly, the following times and
places have been arranged for your
convenience.

Riding On The Storm:
The Doors, The Sixties, & Now

Maine Center for the Arts
Wednesday, September 25, 1991
8:00 pm
•Free to the public•

SEPTEMBER 3010 OCTOBER 4
ORONO CAMPUS
Monday through Friday, 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall

BANGOR CAMPUS
Monday through Friday,
8:00 am to 4:30 pm, Bookstore
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EditorialPage
•Academics vs Athletics

UMaine upgrading
At last, the University of Maine is getting a new outdoor
track. The project which has been in the planning for 10 year
s
is now becoming a reality thanks to the generous gifts of people
like Clarence Beckett.
The new track will allow UMaine to hold home track meets
and invitationals. The $400,000 project will be complete
d in
time for homecoming. Hopefully the many alumni visit
ing
campus for homecoming will see the new facility and
get the
idea to give generously.
Apparently the only way any new projects are complete
d on
campus is through the generosity of the alum
ni.
Ifonly we could find Alumni grateful
for the education they
received here maybe we could get
some funds to improve our
academic programs as well as
athletics.
The more things change, the
more they stay the same. As
usual academic pursuits seem to
be taking a back-seat to our all
mighty athletic programs.
We don't begrudge UMaine the
new track. It's been long
awaited but, the timing for its comp
letion is lousy.
In the future maybe the powers
that be could share the
wealth a little and steer some fund
s toward the much depleted
-ademic departments who serv
e the entire student body instead ofjust a small fraction of
the population.(CJC)

•Parking

Sign ofthe times

Can't get no satisfaction

OK. I'm really pissed-off now.
Just when we thought the parking situation on campus
tent effort to alienate the largest
First thing Friday morning as I was
couldn't get any worse,the university had yet another trick
part of the student body?
arriving to campus, on time. I
Can
up its sleeve.
Let's face it. They hold all the
couldn't find a parking space.
Clay
cards. The only way we can possiCommuter students were greeted upon their arrival Friday
So what's new you might ask
bly overthrow this dictatorial state
but, this is a special kind of angry
morning by a closed Steam Plant parking lot.
better to do than indulge them- of affai
rs is to stage a small coup.
that
only
the Public "Safety" park- selve
One of the largest and most convenient parking lots for
s in being rude and conde- The thou
ght crossed my mind when
ing department merits.
scending to the students they're I sa-w
commuter students, the Steam Plant lot was closed due to the
those sawhorses blocking
The steam plant commuter lot
here to serve.
College Fair.
the entrances to the parking lot.
was closed- for a college fair. I just
Every time I leave the parking
Some of us were contemplatInstead of being full with students who had paid $25 for
paid $25 for a commuter parking
office I surprise myself with the ing
running down and removing
permit and then a week later the
the privilege of parking somewhat close to campus,the lot
vast array of colorful language the
barri
cades.
large
st
comm
uter
lot on campus is which I've acqui
was barely filled with buses and passenger cars associated
red that fits these
The parking lot would have
closed so that high school kids can
with various university-sponsored activities.
people, and their actions, to a T.
been full before they even realized
blow -off a day of school and use
When I called the parking de- it. Then
The greatest injustice, however, was the university's
we found out there was an
my dearly paid for parking space
total
partment to try and get some an- offic
lack of consideration for two-thirds of it's students
er
poste
d there to prevent hooto
do
it.
, by not
swers the line was busy, for an
ligan
notifying commuters of this inconvenience befo
s
from
takin
Is
g what is rightfulthis
fair
or
logic
al?
It doesn't
rehand.
ly theirs.
seem that way to me.
Just as they put up barricades notifying students
they had to
What we need is complete anarDid you ever try to complain to
find other places to park, they could just as easi
ly have used
Wh
y
do
chy. Every person for themselves.
es
the parking czars? Don't bother.
thi
s
that space a day before, notifying students of Frid
A fair parking system might evolve
You can't get any satisfaction what
ay's events.
de
pa
rt
me
nt
Signs in the steam plant, flyers around campus,
here
on campus. We can't have
an ad in the so ever. As a matter of fact, the con
sis
ten
tly
ge
paper or notices stuck under windshield wipers
that.
t
more real your complaint is the
on steam plant
The marquis of queensberry
more rudely you'll be treated.
away with
cars; one of the above would have been more than
enough.
rules
Why not? Darwin couldn't
Did anyone receive notice that
Instead, students were welcomed by sawhorses
stunts like this? have.been
and an
the commuter lot was going to be
all wrong. The strong
officer making sure they didn't park in their usua
Because we
and clever will survive and the
closed on Friday? I guess we all
l lot.
The fact that two other major commuter lots on cam
others will bum rides with them.
missed the advertisement that the
pus
allow it.
have been lost or altered due to construction only
parking people ran in The Maine
Nothing is going to change if we
Camp
don't
us
let the people who matter
to
let everyone know so hour and
complicated the problem.
a half. Either they were
know
that
they
how
coul
d
make other arrange- flooded with
frustrated we are. Write
Because no advance notice was given to students
complaints (which to the
and they ments or plan to arrive on campus
stude
nt government offices,
shou
ld
tell them something but
were unable to plan ahead,one wonders how man
extra early.
the commuter student organizay people
prob
ably
won't) or they took the
were given tickets and were late to class through
tions, and then to President Hitt.
As if they care about the incon- phon
no fault of
e off the hook. In either
case,
their own.
venience to students.
I'm going to get some answers
like Mick Jagger says- I
can't get and,in the
Why
does
this
department con- no satisfaction.
Sure, it was only one day, but unfortunately it's a
process,some satisfacsign of
sistently get away with stunts like
tion.
I heard more complaints
the times. A university must respect the students it serv
Friday
es.
this? Because we allow it.
morning than I have since
Twenty-five dollars can buy a lot for a college stud
Meli
ssa
I don't enjoy paying exorbitant Adam
ent; it's
Carl Clay is a senior Journals column ran last week.
too bad the university's respect for it's commuter students
sums of money to be treated like
ism/
Spanish major who is sick and
What can the university
he tired ofplaying
vermin by women with nothing think
isn't one of them.(MM)
the parking game
ing when they
make a consis-

0

when they keep changing the rules.

The Maine Campus, Monday,

I am writing in response to the
Maine Campus editorial entitled
"Members Only" in the Wednesday,September II edition. Although
your editorial calls for same changes in the way Dining Services operates the Hilltop Market, I am encouraged to see that at least the
Market is getting some press.
It would be a disservice to your
readers not to point out some of the
inaccuracies in the editorial. They
are as follows:
The editorial states,"The Hilltop
Market is exclusionary and unfair to
residents without MaineCard
benefits." Quite the contrary is true.
Any student, whether a resident or
commuter, may take advantage of
the store by adding funds to their
MaineCard Account.
Although not accepting cash
may prove to be inconvenient to
some students, accepting only
MaineCard Funds was a mandate
by The University System and
insures the community surrounding
the campus that we provide service
to University of Maine students,

September 23, 1991

faculty, and staff, not to campus
visitors. The MaineCard program
provides the vehicle to make this
differential effective.
Your editorial claims that 21meal plan students do not receive
funds on their MaineCard to purchase items in the store. First, there
is no longer a 2I-meal plan.
The Dining Services Department offers a 19-meal (per week)
plan that is designed to provide the
best value to our students. The best
value will continue to be meals in
the dining commons. Second:remember these. students can add
funds to their MaineCard program
at any time to use the convenience
of the Market.
Your editorial also states that the
Market items are outrageously
priced at fifty cents to a dollar higher than regular supermarket prices.
When Residential Life Dining
Services planned the Hilltop Market
Program, we made it clear that the
pricing structure would be
comparable to a convenience store
and not a supermarket.
The reason is quite simple.
Shaw's or Doug's Shop 'N Save

al requires surrendei
Maybe these people feel comWhy Melissa Adamscould have fortable in this clothing. Consider.
written such a shallow, unsupport- Melissa,that all the different ways
ed, and meaningless series of ob- to exist grow out of each and evservations is because she must be eryone of our own experiences.
afraid to speak to those people
I feel that there is no point in
which she described.
printing this sort ofcommentary. I
Remember Melissa, journalis- suggest that the editors read some
tic writing requires some investi- real opinion columns in real newsgation. Had you investigated, you papers.
might have discovered that they,
These columns, whether peolike yourself, have feelings.
ple agree with them or not, are
You might have also realized usually well thought out, well supthat there are as many ways to ported arguments that attempt to
express oneself as there are people make relevant points.
in the world.
In my two and a half years at
Maybe that man on The Mall UMaine, I have seen almost nothW as just trying to find some calm
ing of this sort of work in this
in the midst of all the activity on opinion column. My question is:
How can you journalism majors
campus.
Maybe all of these people you actually print this trash, knowing
described are in the midst of ac- that your professors are going to
tively searching for a way to cope read it.
with an overwhelming world, in
which few hold power and surviv-

Editorial policy
Campus
Letters to the editor of the Maine
Letters should

should be no longer than 250 words.
he typed or clearly written and include a name,
address and phone number.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length, taste and libel.

have multi-million dollar operations
with considerable more buying power. The Hilltop Market is a small
store and will never do the volume
of a large supermarket. I encourage
all students to shop around. I believe
you will find that we still provide
some items, such as soft drinks and
snacks, at competitive prices.
Even though the Store has been
open only two weeks, it demonstrates that the residence hall and
commuter students are enjoying this
new service.
The Market is so popular, we
have had trouble keeping items in
stock_ However, I assure you that
the management team is working
very hard to increase the number of
deliveries as well to respond to your
suggestions on the items you would
like to see stocked in the store.
The next time you are in the
store, I encourage you to fill out a
suggestion slip and let the managers
know what products you would like
us to carry.
1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc
All Rights ReserveCI

Jon Lewis
Director, Residential Life
Din* Servic:.

Don't raise
activity fee
To the editor:
Regarding the Student Senate's attempt to raise the student activity fee: given there
isn't enough money to"donate
to clubs," why must we have a
fee increase? Consider the notion of simply having DUES
for clubs. Let the people that
want to have a club activity pay
for it themselves - the business
of lumping it into some fee is
simply an elaborate method of
income re-distribution from the
general student body to club
members.

last week when I was in the
women's bathroom in the library I
realized for a moment that some of
the graffiti was hard to read because
someone had scrawled in big letters
"Dikes should be shot."
My first reaction was "Ila! you
spelled 'dyke' wrong." I made plans
to write a letter dripping with sarcasm about the spelling error. I
couldn't think of a snappy comeback so I asked a friend. He ex-

Find more important
issues than clothing
Maine Campus, I have the right to
expect it to be something more than
In this world of complex prob- a sounding board for Melissa
lems,ranging from university budAdams' feather-brained opinions,
get cuts to global hunger and warpetty irritations and trite stereotypes,
fare, Melissa Adams surely can
expressed satirically or not.
think of something weightier to
If the environment here is a
rant about than the clothing and
little too diverse and people too
style of her fellow students.
light-hearted,she should go someIf I were a potential employer
place where they have rigid dress
evaluating her writing samples, I
codes, curfews, military haircuts,
would dismiss her in a heartbeate and prescribed rules of behavior.
— readers who feel unfairly misLighten up, girl! Try kicking
represented and ridiculed have a
off your"normal"shoes and loungfunny habit of switching to the ing on the grass for a surprisingly
competition. Plus her writing is
pleasant change of pace from projust plain inane.
grammed robot behavior.
Forced as I am by my
communication fee to support The

plained it wasn't worth a letter— in
the men's rooms paragraphs describe what should happen to fags.
I remembered that a lot of my
friends had experienced indirect harassment in one way or another.
Friends of friends have been beaten
up. I read reports everyday, all over
the country, the world people are
being killed just for being lesbian,
gay,or bisexual. Charlie Howard in
Bangor is a local example.
Lesbian/Gay/bisexual awareness
weeks' keynote speaker last semes-

ter was Claudi Brenner, a woman
who wasshot and whose partner was
killed by a homophobe with a gun.
That graffiti on that bathroom
stall is the closest I've come to harassment. It brought all those beatings and deaths one step closer.
To whoever wrote that Dykes
should he shot, and by writing that
you've made me more understanding of those who don't feel safe —
cause now I don't feel safe.

4r.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

6ySteph_en

For Monday, September 23
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Calvin and Hobbes
NE ALIENS A.GAININ3
0% OUR 14ERO! IN
SURPRISE *NE,smammv
SPIPC sttn*TO REIUSE!

ARIES (May 20 — April
19): Career and
financial prospects are excell
ent under the
Full Moon in Aries! This Lunar
aspect boosts
self confidence and focuses you
r concentration, a strong day for. workin
g Rams.

o{J.001(9 tit. A.D.
D.
'r(Driv,A,
A
)

---

by Bill Watterson

TA. ALIENS 1206R
SPIFF sthcTsBACY.
FCRWARD, AND PURSUES
WENS!

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
: affectionate, demonstrative, and quick
to fall in
love, you were created for romanc
e! Naturally
perceptive and understanding, you
are devoted
to fulfilling the needs of your spo
use and
family members. Your love life
will not he
truly satisfying until you connec
t with someone who is equally responsive
to your needs.

• BUT Ilk ALIEHS HAVE TURNED
AROUND AND ARF_ WADED
STRPG1j FOR OUR
5P1FF 514IM
RENECSE.'

TAURUS (April 20 — Ma
y 20): You may
have to shoulder a heavy emo
tional load to
support a loved one who
is sagging beneath
the weight of their proble
ms. Nothing needs
to be said, they know they
can count on you.
GEMINI (May 21 —
June 20): Taking a
vacation day is highly reco
mmended for Twins
when the Sun enters Libra.
This is a playful,
social aspect which make
s it difficult to concentrate on anything ser
ious.

1111 114IS ISN'T
A SPITBALL!!
vvw yv\PiN

CANCER(June 21—Jul
y 22): Your attention
is drawn homeward, no
matter what may be
going on around you.
A slightly reclusive influence has entered you
r chart, and crowds
of
people hold no attrac
tion for you now.
LEO (July 23 —
Aug. 22): Subtle hin
ts,
indirect comments, and
behind-the-scenes
conversations provide
clues to the state of
office politics. Stay on
your toes, important
changes are in the air.
%/HMO(Aug.23—
Sept. 22): An upswing
in
your personal finances
through the goodwill of
others is likely now.
Take advantage of the
situation and buy yourse
lfsomething luxurious
!

81GR6IA/14.
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by Mh4e Peters

riOmErIMES HATE
m(r)5Ei.F WHEN
I 20 *THAT„,

„NOT!

0

LIBRA (Sept. 23 —(k
-t. 23): Steps taken to
revitalize your health
or improve your appear
ance will get great res
ults when the Sun joi
ns
Libra and our solar 1st
house! Make a fresh sta
rt!
SCORPIO((ct.23—
Nov.21): Work which
allows you the greate
st amount of person
al
freedom is highlighted
today. What you don
't
need is someone loo
king over your should
er at
every little thing you
do. Break away!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov
. 22 — Dec. 21):
A
hectic social calend
ar will keep you hop
ping
all day, which suits
you just fine! Rene
wing
ties with friends
you've lost contact
with is
particularly fostered
now.
CAPRICORN (Ikc.
22— Jan. 19): The
Sun
Joins I..ibra and your
solar 10th house,ope
ning up
a period ofopportuni
ty and professional
advancement Past efforts wil
l begin to bear fru
it!

Corrections

To bring a correction to ou
r attention, contact the Editor
at 5811271 between the hours
of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the
office in
the basement of Lord Hal
l.

Personal Astrology

Consultations by te
lephone

Call 1-900-726-3063 to
talk 1-on-1 with a profes
sional astrologer about your person
al concerns — love and
compatibility,
work, money, career, rel
ationships, family.
Not a tape or comput
er message! Astrologers
are available seven day
through evening, at a cos
s a week, morning
t of $299 per minute, whi
ch is billed to your tel
minute is FREE. You
ephone. The first
must be 18 or older. Call tod
ay — 1-900-726-3036.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20
— Feb. 18): You hav
e
a great deal to
gain, and nothing
to lose by
exploring new ide
as offered by a
slightly
crazy companion!
This is also a good
time to
catch up on your
correspondence with
distant
friends and relatives
.
PIECES (Feb. 19
— March 19):
The Sun
places a strong emp
hasis on your lov
e life and
inner self. A higher
level ofselfawa
reness can
be realized by see
ing yourselfas
others see you

•••••••••
,
40189
,
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Your Daily
Horoscope

CampusComics

By Carl Paul
* *
*
For Tuesday, September 24
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Although it seldom shows on the surface, when
it comes to your career, you're much more
ambitious and persistent than even your closest friends would ever suspect! You achieve
your goals through gentle persuasion and
skillful negotiation, rather than through confrontation or issuing orders.
ARIES(March 20—April 19): When it comes
to important personal choices, you are the only
one who gets a vote. Listen to the advice of
friends, then make your own decision.

Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
800FS/e,HO,I 71-fINK
ll/HAT YOU'RE 601NG 70
HAW 70X 70 S4VE
>VW RELATIONLIIP /5
849C.4U-Y BUILD AN
EIV77REGY AU*/ OWE
/

GOOK AT >CUR MATE
71ROUG1 FRESH EYES
FfiZtTWO THAT >CU'F'
See/AG EACH OTHeR
FOR 77-le FIRST TI/S,

-r-

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

TAURUS(April 20— May 20): A coworker
is hiding his true intentions behind a cover of
pretty words, meant to confuse. Be aware that
this person may be trying to undermine your
efforts.

77-iiNK
ITS
Thie °WY 14.44Y
70 PEI3U1142
541all0ASK ME
CUT OVA FIRS7

5
,
V5 RIGHT

OKAY, OKAY!
HEY 800P501
HOW A8a17A
R014.IN 77-le
/ HAY'

cove \

GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): Salespeople
are basically interested in making the sale and
getting you out the dcx)r. Don't be afraid to ask
tough questions,and walk away if they don't
get answered satisfactorily.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Confusion
over who said what could lead to unexpected
delays and conflicts. Write all instructions
down. Misunderstandings can be avoided if
you strive for clarity.

SHOE
by Jeff MacNelly

r-Meaning yOU.• C2fl

LEO(July 23 — Aug. 22): A quiet day,free
from excessive physical demands on your
body is recommended when Mars squares the
depths of Neptune. This is a low energy
aspect, so go easy on yourself!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Decisions
involving love or money are sure to be misdirected,so postpone them ifat all possible!Self
deception is far too likely.

SAG MARIUS(Nov.22— Dec.21): Lending money or a prized possession to a friend is
the surest way to end your relationship on a
sour note! The only thing you should give
away now is your advice.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 — Jan. 19): Positive
thinking will bring positive results! Double
check your work before those in authority
have a chance to see it and you'll catch a
mistake in time.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20—Feb.18): Idealism is
fine in it's place,as long as it doesn't blind you
to the truth! Putting a loved one on a pedestal
just gives him or her further to fall!
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March l9): Be on the
alert for hidden rnotives when an associate's
words sound too good to be true! Also, avoid
exaggerating your feelings, people are likely
to take you literally.

out of WI NPEK

27

LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct 23): Be aware that
others may try to involve you in questionable
schemes atschool or on thejob when aggressive
Mars squares Neptune. Find out what is really
going on before you agree to anything!
SCORPIO(Oct.23— Nov.21): A desire for
change just for the sake of change must be
resisted before it does serious harm to important relationships. Take a cautious, middle of
the road approach to life today.

when 3oLrre,

always use it

New York Times Daily Crossword
No.0812
ACROSS
Melt
S Spurious
imitation
9 Urban health
hazard
13 Rowed
Is Actress
Witherspoon
16 Dietrich's
1,ckname tor
Hemingway
17 Berlin hit song
1929
20 CloCkmaker
Terry
21 Observes
22 Clergyman s
house
1

2$ Suitable

si Duffer s thrill

S
command
27 Scorch
29 Baseball s Mel
32 Cash or charm
35 Ankara native
36 Veer. twist
37 Mercer Warren
hit song 1938
40 Curves
41 Gabs
42 Boo-boos
43 Lincoln Ctr
attraction
44 Poet Sandburg
45 Old French coin

54 Zones
55 Limb

Kahn Eltscu
Youmans hit
song 1933
60
and again
(often)
57

61 Proboscis
62 Pundits
63 Lip
61 Consume,
6S

Flip

35

46 Strike Out

10

11

36

38

il
42

41 I

43

I Drink to excess
2 Drags

Shaw
47 Designate
4 Soggy
s Ivanhoe
author
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6 Raze Waller hit
song 1929
7 Music and ballet
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000 I He
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•Science news

Eight people to spend next two in Biosphere II
ORACLE,Ariz.(AP)— It's been called projec
t's developer."We're a business. No. nia to
form the starter mix for the million- criticism was "their top-down approach to
everything from a neo-Noah's Ark to a Mars
I. We are not a big-time science project."
gallon ocean; the remainder was created the science, in which you take a bunch of
colony prototype, and it's been criticized as
But aspects of the project are devoted to using
local water and sea salts.
science fiction staged by cult theater per- resear
components,throw them all together, shake
ch and technological development,
Amon
g the traits shared by the eight them up and hope everything will work out
formers and as a "scientific crapshoot."
including the advancement of space life
biospherians is the belief that what other in the end."
When Biosphere II's steel airlocks clang syste
ms, Ms. Augustine said. And, like the peopl
e might view as two years of imprisonshut this week,eight people will embark on space
Earlier this year, an article in the Village
program, could produce technology ment will
be fun.
an intriguing, outer-adventure "life inside with
Voice
contended that the primary group
"tremendous financial possibilities,"
When named to the team last year, bota- behind the development was heade
an ecologically independent glass house." she
d by
said.
nist Linda Leigh, now 39, said,"I'm elated "guru" John Allen, V's
The eight "biospherians"— four men
resear
SB
ch
and
deThursday — after a 10-month delay —
as I'm sure the other biospherians are— velopment director, and was
and four women ranging froraa 67-year-old force
nothi
ng
more
d by construction problems — the eight to be
given the opportunity to carry on the than a one-time commune cult
gerontologist to a 27-year-old systems ana- biosph
of"recycled
erians will begin inhabiting the geo- work
I've been doing for the last five years." theater performers"intent
lyst — will spend the next two years sealed
on creating a Mars
desic frame, which is the size of three footThe oldest crew member, Dr. Roy Wat- colony.
inside a 24-acre compound covered by a
ball fields and designed to last 100 years,
ford, said Biosphere II would be an ideal
double-laminated,glass-and-enameled steel
It also contended that consulting institulocated on a ranch just north of Tucson.
world in many respects. Watford, a nutri- tions such
geodesic frame.
as the University of Arizona, the
They'll share the space with 3,800 spe- tionis
t,said he and his compatriots will have Smithsonia Instit
Their goals: to shepherd a fragile mix of
n
ution and Yale Universicies - from wheat to banana trees, butterflies
the best diet in history, "largely vegetarian ty had compr
plants and animals into an environmental
omised themselves by taking
to goats, and fish to hummingbirds - living with
51 varied crops, and you won't have Bass' money
balance in an experimental world that recy.
interdependently in an ecosystem compris- smog.
"
cles air, water, food and wastes.
Allen declined a request by The Associing ocean, desert, rain forest, marshes, saAfter two years inside, he,said, "I'll ated
And what of the prospect of spending vannah,
Press for comment, but in other interfarm and human habitats.
proba
bly step out and stay, 'Pee-yew, it views
two years in the contraption?
has denied a cult or survivalist agenda
Biosphere staff,contractors and workers stinks
out here!"
"I wouldn't want to be anywhere else," labored more
was
drivin
g the project.
than four years to fashion the
Barring severe medical emergencies.
says crew member Jane Poynter, 29, of futuristic
Consultant Robert J. Frye, a systems
compound, named in honor of their only
links to the outside world will be biologist
Surrey, England.
at the University of Arizona's EnBiosphere I — the earth.
via
telec
ommun
ications equipment.
Proponents say Biosphere II,financed at
viron
menta
l Research Laboratory, said he
They trekked far to gather the flora and
Abigail Ailing, 31, the crew's marine
costs that could approach $150 billion by fauna
was disturbed by "the implication that bad
for the ecological smorgasbord of specia
list, asked about the possibility of
Texas entrepreneur Edward P. Bass, can interc
science has gone on,or that las a consultant
onnected climactic zones,or"biomes": going
stir-crazy during the confinement, to
help zero in on using natural resources propthis am a whore to SBV."
to the Amazon for exotics to populate the said
last year,"My response is, I've spent
erly, addressing such problems as air polluMichael A. Cusanovich, vice president
rain forest, the Everglades for marsh matter, quite
a lot of time at sea. No one's ever done
tion and waste recycling.
for
research at the University of Arizona.
the Bahamas and the Yucatan Peninsula for this
before. No one's ever built or lived in or
They also make no bones about it being
said
he has been impressed with the quality
coral reef. The latter required police escorts
managed a total closed system, and one
first a business venture: Some
on of engineering work done on Biosphere II.
50 design across Mexico for specially built trucks
with this scale."
patents have been requested.
Also impressive, he said, is the caliber
internal lights, algae scrubbers and miniCharles F. Hutchison of the University of
"Let's get this straight," said Margret
scientific consultants, which include
tidal flow systems.
of Arizona's Office of Arid Land Studies
Augustine, president and chief executive
his school's Environmental Research LabTanker trucks hauled 100.000 gallo
ns of calls the project"a scientific crapshoot.
officer of Space Biospheres Ventures, the Pacifi
" He
c Ocean water from Southern Califor- told the New
York Times that his main

Looking to join
an organization?

1 E

Stop looking! Join the
Student Alumni Association!

We are the one student group on campus that attempts
to unify Alumni
and Students through the Alumni Association. We serve as
the link
between you and 70,000 alumni—all previous UMainers!
Activities?
The SAA is responsible for

• Homecoming
• Tailgate Picnics
• Campus Tours
• Student Ambassadors
• Maine Day
• Bear Paw Painting
• Final Exam "Survival Kits"

Stop by the Sutton Lounge
any Wednesday, 6:00 p.m.

sA Studentsheipingstudents. .

past, present, and future.

7-"An6tk9

See BIOSPHERE on page 17

Wrideset

Peace Essay Award
DOROTHY CLARKE WILSON is an internationally

known writer
and peace-maker who makes her home in Orono.
In 1925, while
a student at Bates College, she won a prize
for her essay,
Arbitration Instead of War. This prize would be
the beginning of
a lifelong commitment to research and writing
on social issues
and world peace. In order to encourage today
's students to share
in that commitment,she has established a $500
annual award for
the most compelling essay interpretation
of Peace in the 1990's.
The award recipient will be determined by
the Dorothy Clarke
Wilson Peace Essay Committee. All unde
rgraduate students
currently enrolled at the University of Main
e are eligible for this
competition.
Topic Creating Prospects for Peace in the
1990's
Award $500
Format 750 to 1,000 words, typed,
double-spaced;
submit the original and two copies;
include a detachable cover sheet with
your name,
class, address, and phone number
Criteria substance and structure,
but especially insight,
originality, and thoughtfulness.
Submission Dorothy Clarke Wilson
Peace Essay Committee
The Wilson Center
67 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
(due by October 4, 1991)
Winner must be available to attend
the Wilson Center Annual Dinner
on Saturday evening, October 19th,
to receive the award
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from page 16
oratory — which accept
ed a $5 million
Vents will force air up
contract — London's Kew
through the agriGardens and cultural
biome's soil, filtering it of
Hewlett-Packard.
impurities, while microbes in
"In all probability, thos
water tanks will
e elements will conv
ert human and animal wast
lead to some useful"find
es into plant
ings, he said."The
nutrients. The water will
real issue would become
be
clea
nsed and
, will the whole used
for irrigation.
thing work in an integrated
package?"
Thousands ofcomputerized
Biosphere U's designers
sensors will
envision the monitor
the separate sections for suc
sale of technologies for
h things
everything from as car
bon dioxide or trace gase
biological waste treatmen
s
in
the
atmot plants to home sphe
re, soil microbes, ocean
and office air-cleaning
and marsh sasoil reactors to su- lini
ty and even light.
per-clean chemical anal
ysis labs.
Heal
th concerns center on
Cusanovich noted that, on
heightened
a non-scien- carbon
dioxide and toxicity levels
tific level, the project clea
in the
rly has captured closed
system, and other threats
the public's imagination.
include
infection and injuries from
"If this ultimately can be
the equipment.
used to make
The personal lives of the
people more responsible
eco-pioneers environmentally, all of who
m are single and free to dev
if that's a spinoff, that's
elop
not a bad one whatever
relationships they want with
either," he said.
in
the Biosphere — are high on
Biosphere ll's main compou
the
min
ds
of
nd will in- tourists, a
documentarian working at the
clude a well-appointed four
-story habitat complex said
.
consisting oftwo-level livi
ng quarters,labs,
Among the most-asked question
an office, a teleconference
s: What hapcenter, work- pens ifsom
ebody dies,has a baby or gets lone
shots, a clinic, a library, with
ly?
natural gasThe crew will reply to suc
powered generators providin
h
ques
tion
s
g electricity on an inte
ractive video replay system
from outside the complex.
in a
visitors' center and theater
Two domed and sealed "lungs
complex now
" encom- on the drawin
g board. Other attractions
passing nearly another acre are
connected to slated include
close-up viewing ofthe plan
the Biosphere by tunnels, desi
ts
gned to ac- and animals.
commodate daily changes in air
volume.
During the summer heat,abou
Refrigerated coils over the 85t600 people
foot-high a day toured the
Biosphere exterior, at $9.95
rain forest will condense humid
air, contrib- per adult. More
are expected: the developers
uting to the recycling of drinking
water.
say possibly 250,000 to 500
,000 a year.

Sure its violent.., but it's fu

n.

•Middle East peace plan

Palestinian leaders face questi
on
ofattending peace conference

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — A divi
ded
Palestinian leadership opensa congress Mon
day to decide whether to endorse a historic
Middle East peace conference or lose a critical chance to try to negotiate for a homeland.
Atissueis whether Palestiniansshould agree
to Israeli conditions that exclude the Palestin
e
liberation Organization from participatin
g in
the conference,scheduled for next month.
The Palestine National Council, or Palestinian parliarnent-in-exile, begins deba
te
on the issue on Monday.
In Damascus, Syria, meanwhile, three
hard-line factions of the PLO presented petitions signed by 250,000 Palestinians
insisting that the PLO must be directly represented at any peace conference.
American proposals for the peace conference go along with the Israeli view that
Palestinian delegates must be acceptable to

Israel and come only from the West Ban
k
and Gaza Strip, occupied by Israel sinc
e the
1967 Mideast War. They would serv
e in a
joint delegation with Jordan.
The PLO insists on including Palestin
ians from the diaspora and Israeli-occupi
ed
east Jerusalem.
U.S. Secretary of State James Baker tilde
tailed in a letter to a Palestinian delegation
he met
in Jerusalem last week what sort of support
the
Palestinians can expect from the United Stat
es.
After the PLO officials criticized the
letter, Baker drafted a number of change
s
and resubmitted a new one Friday.
In an interview published Saturday in the
Tunisian newspaper Assaheh, PLO informa
tion Director Yasser Abed Rabbo said the orga
nization's response to the talks "can only
be
negative" because the letter "rejects the right of
the Palestinian people to self-determination."

Joe Bupere (L) and Jud Raven
have it out in armor at the Organi
zational
Fair Saturday. Both are member
s of the Society for Creative Anachr
onisms
(Kiesow Photo)

Insanity is only in the
eyes of the beholder.

DO YOU WANT VISA & MASTERCARD CREDIT CARDS?
Now you can have two of the most rec
ognized
and accepted credit cards in the world.
. Visa®
and MasterCard® credit cards...'in you
r name."
EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CFtEDf
T or HAVE
BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

Gray,t00 s
‘61.4
0174,0'
evOJ k

‘0-tSERVICES, tt4C.
L

sffliielore0

la

VISA® and MasterCard® the credit
cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKSDEPARTMENT SIORES-TUMONENTERTAINMEW-EMERG
ENCY CAS'
TICKETS-RESTAURANTS-HOTELSMOTELSGAS-CAR RENTALS-REPAIRS-AND
10 BUILD
YOUR CREDIT RATING!
GUARANTEED!
VISA/MASTERCAR
D
GUARANTEED ISSUE
OR MONEY BACK
Approval absolutely guarantee
d so
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TOD
AY

rS11)DENT SERVICES, PO BOX 2596, HOLLYW

OOD, FL 33022

YES! I want VISA®/MASTERCARD®
Credit Cards. Enclosed find $1
5 which is
100% refundable if not approved
immediately.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
SIGNATURE

STATE
SS#

ZIP

NOTE: MasterCard is a regIstered trad
emark of MasterCard International Inc.
Visa is a registered trademark of VIS
A 1.1.S.A Inc. and VISA
International Services Association

100% GUARANTEED!

L.
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•Inmate found guilty of killing cellmate

StateNews

• Cannabis Action Network pushes for pot legali
zation
• UM Farmington having party problems

•Murder trial

Thomaston inmate found guilty ofsl

ROCKLAND (AP) — A jury
Friday
found a Maine State Prison inmate
guilty of
murder in the death of his cellmate
.
Jurors in Knox County Superior
Court
returned the verdictjust before noon
Friday
after resuming deliberations abou
t 8:45 a.m.
Justice Margaret Kravchuk orde
red the
jurors sequestered at 10:15 p.m.
Thursday
when they failed to reach a deci
sion in the
case following seven hours ofdeli
berations.
Roger Smith, 22, also was found
guilty
of aggravated assault in the deat
h of Larry
Richardson, who was found hanging
in their
cell last March.
Testimony revealed that inmates
held a
noisy mock trial and sentenced Rich
ardson to

death for being a child molester. Rich
ardson,
31,was beaten in the days leading to
his death.
Prosecutors contend Smith either
killed
Richardson or forced him to commit
suicide.
Throughout the trial, defense atto
rney
Joseph Steinberger his tried to
shift the
focus onto the prison's role in
the death,
contending Richardson wouldn't
have
hanged himself if guards had interven
ed in
beatings by other prisoners.
But Assistant District Attorney Thomas
Goodwin said the death wasn't a
suicide
because the bruises on Richardson's
legs
indicate Smith kicked the victim's
feet out
from under him during the hanging.
"He had been told to hang hims
elf. He

aying cellmate

said he didn't know how to, and Roge
r
completed the job for him," Goodwin
said.
"It's unimaginable what he was goin
g
through," Goodwin said of Richards
on.
"Nobody would have been surprised
if he
just strung himself up, but you can't
ignore
what happened here."
Steinberger, whose closing argument
took 50 minutes, again shifted the blam
e
onto the prison.
"The guards are just outside the door
,
just a few feet away and don't do
anything
about it," he said ofthe beatings Rich
ardson
suffered in the days leading to his
death.
"Ask yourself 'What is the real reas
on
Larry Richardson hung himself?' I thin
k you

•Marijuana legislation

will find it was his realization that nobody
cared about him, that the people in charge of
caring for him didn't care about him."
Before committing suicide. Richardson
was raped with a toothbrush, his face was
rammed into a toilet howl and a testicle was
crushed, according to testimony.
Steinberger contended the prison tried to
cover up the alleged negligence.
Testimony showed that records detailing guard activity in the days before Rich
ardson's death had disappeared.
Also,a psychologist testified Smith has the
1.Q. of a mentally retarded person, whic
h
would have caused him to tell police what
ever
they wanted to hear during taped confessi
ons.

Marijuana advocates push for lega

lization in Augusta

By Peter Jackson

Behind the display, a spokesman for
the
Associated Press Writer
Cannabis Action Network delivered
a narrative about the uses of hemp through histo
AUGEJSTA(AP)— A troupe of
ry.
marijuana
Early American flags consisted larg
advocates spent an afternoon in
ely
front of the of hemp fiber as
did the sails on ChristoMaine State House,selling T-shirts
and singing pher Columbus'
ship, he said."His cotton
the praises of the lowly and illegal
hemp plant sails would have
left him halfway across
"God Doesn't make mistakes —
End the ocean."
Hemp Prohibition," read one of the shirt
s
The State house display was the work
of
displayed on the tables set up along the enabout.five members of the Lexingto
n, Ky.trance to the capitol. Intermingled with the
based CAN, whose goal is the legaliza
tion
shirts were hemp products — a sample of
a and commercialization of mari
juan
a.
Gro
up
hemp rug, a book made of hemp paper,
a members are traveling around
the
east
ern
hemp seed cake, a swatch of hemp fabric.
states, taking its message to state capi
tols,

•Party crackdown

college campuses and other publ
ic areas.
"Anywhere we can exercise
our 1st
Amendment rights," said Kevin
Aplin, a
spokesman for the group, which
he said has a
mailing list of 5,000 people around
the country. He said the group supports age
limits for
possession of marijuana and does
not necessarily advocate smoking the drug.
'That's something for the individu
al to
decide, not for us to promote," said
Aplin,
who wore a denim jacket and tied his blon
d
hair in a pony tail.
Traveling with the group was Elvy M usi
kka of Hollywood, Fla., who claims to
be the

Police chief wants more power to

FARMINGTON(AP)— The town's pofrom the sometimes unruly parties held
by
lice chief wants selectmen to pass an
ordi- college students.
nance that would allow authorities to bette
r
The proposal would require anyone wish
monitor parties and empower them to
nab ing to hold a gathering of more than
25 people
booming stereos.
to get a permit from police. Parties
would
Police Chief Nolan Wilcox proposed the
have to end by 11 p.m., he said.
ordinance after meeting with J. Michael
OrenThe chiefsaid a permit could be deni
ed for
duff, president of the University of Main
e at previous violations. Also, anyo
ne who failed
Farmington, and about 15 residents.
Locals to comply with the ordinanc
e would be sumhave complained about vandalism and
noise moned to court and would be
fined $5(X).

Ron's

Barber Shop
Ronald Couturier, Owner
43 N. Main Street
Old Town, ME
Open Tuesday-Friday 7:00 a.m. -

first woman to receive marijuana legal
ly from
the government to treat her glaucoma
.
Musikka said she smokes 10 to 12
of the
government-issue joints per day,
more than
twice what she used to consume
before she
got a prescription for the pot.
She said the
government marijuana is free.
"Nobody would buy that garb
age if they
had to buy it," she said.
The ('AN exhibit came just three days
after police raided a Starks farm where a
promarijuana event called"Hempstock"was
held
earlier this summer. They confiscated
about
10 pounds of pot and made five arrests.

deal with parties at UMF

Wilcox said he is consulting the town
's announced it would be videotap
ing and arlegal counsel to see if it would be legal to
seize resting rowdy partiers.
stereos and return them the next day.
Residents have complained the universi
ty
Orenduff said the university would
be has done little to stop rowdiness.
receptive to the ordinance.
"We've put thousands of dollars into
our
"You pass the ordinances and we'll
stick property," said Mavis Buzzell.
She combehind you," Orenduff said. "I guar
antee it." plained students ruined her
lawn by urinating
The chief announced his proposal
at a on it and broke bottles in the road
.
meeting of upset residents Thursday
night.
Buzzell said she lives in "the middle
ofthe
Several weeks ago, the police depa
rtment battle zone."

1992 BSN Students! Enter the
Air Force immediately after
graduation - without waiting for
the results of your State Boards.
You can earn great benefits
as an Air Force nurse
officer. And if selected
dunng your senior year,
you may qualify for a fivemonth internship at a major Air
Force medical facility. To apply,
you'll
need an overall 2.50 GPA. Ser
ve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF Health Professions, Toll Fre
5:00 p.m.

& Saturdays 5:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon

e 1-800-423-USAF

A' tr.
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•Gun safety

Gun instructor accidentally fires live ammo in class

BETHEL (AP) — A hunting safety
course instructor who accidentally fired a
handgun in class somehow mixed a five
bullet with his dummy ammunition, a state
official said Friday.
"He didn't deliberately violate any of the
department's policies about bringing live
ammunition into the class," said Gary Anderson,a safety officer with the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
Nobody was hurt when the gun was fired
during a class Thursday night at the Telstar
Regional School.

"I was so absolutely stunned when the
"Sooner or later the likelihood of the that this
type of accident is extremely rare.
gun discharged I think I went through the accidental
discharge of a firearm is very
"This
is my 20th fall, and we have no
rest of the class pretty much on auto pilot," high," the
instructor said."And I can't stress record of anythin
g like this happening
said Leonard Shaw."I was really surprised." enough the
importance of always keeping since 1958 when
records
were started,"
Anderson and Shaw said the gun, which the muzzle
pointed in a safe direction."
Anders
on
said.
was pointed at the wall when it went off,
Because of the accident, state safety
Shaw said he has resigned as an instrucshould have contained dummy ammunition. officials
adopted a policy Friday morning tor, despite his
love for the work.
Shaw was uncertain how he mixed up the that allows
no homemade dummy ammu"Anyon
e
can
have an accidental dislive round with dummies.
nition in class unless it is colored black. charge,
"
Shaw
said.
"But I feel somebody
"I've been wracking my brain trying to Anderson
said that should prevent a similar who has the responsi
bility
of teaching peofind out how it happened," said Shaw, who accident.
•
ple
safe
use
of
firearm
s
has
to set an examsaid the accident is proof hunters can never
Anderson said the Maine Hunter Safety ple. I can't
really
conside
r
myself
competent
be too careful.
Program has an outstanding record and stressed to teach
hunter safety."

•Soviet Union

TV station seized in USSR by opposition to Georgian govt
By Alison Smale

"IN station," she said in a telephone interview from Moscow. She said the attackers had brushed aside a small group of
MOSCOW(AP)— Armed opponents of police guarding the
building without any
Georgian President Zviad Gamsakhuria re- shooting.
portedly occupied the southern republic's main
Television stations are strategic points in
television station early Sunday after he ac- the Soviet Union because
oftheir propaganda
cused rivals of trying to seize power.
value and have often been the site of clashes.
Former Georgian Prime Minister Tengiz In January,20 people were
killed when Soviet
Segua, now a leading Gamsakhurdia oppo- troops stormed the televisi
on building in the
nent, took over the TV center with about 200 Lithuanian capital to seize control
from proarmed supporters. said a government spokes- independence forces.
woman, Khatia Jinjikhadze.
At least two people were seriously injured
"They are occupying the building. elsewhere in the Georgian capital, Ibilisi.
on
They are armed and they are blocking the Saturday night as police tried to
remove about
Associated Press Writer

40hunger strikersoutside the parliament building, said Zurab Todua, a spokesman for the
Georgian mission in Moscow.
Later, an anti-government protestor set
himself on fire. The man was hospitalized.
Thelass news agency,quoting a leader of
the opposition National Democratic Party in
Georgia. said dissident Irina Sarishvili was
among those hospitalized with injuries.
"There were some excesses," Todua acknowledged.
Ms. Sarishvili and her husband, Georgy
Chanturia,also a leader of the National Democratic Party,were detained Monday on charges of anti-social action.

She was released Thursday, but Chantuna remained in jail. The hunger strikers
were demanding freedom for Chanturia
and two other opposition activists detained
this week,national Democratic Party members in Ibilisi told The Associated Press by
telephone.
Garnsakhurdia won an overwhelming victory in Georgia's first direct presidential elections in June. Opponents of the president, a
former political prisoner, say he is behaving
like a dictator.
Supporters like his strong push for independence for their volatile, multi-ethnic republic of 5.5 million.

Hate an ideafor an event, but lack the money to put it on?
Currently planning a program that could use additional,fitndin
g?
Interested in organizing a big campus eventforyour organ
ization?
You should know we gate away

$56,428.00
last,warforstudentprograms!

Your organization could gain funding,too!
'The Comprehensive Fee Program Fund has been
allocated monies to expand the number and scope of
larger campus prowarris available to the Atident body.
1.1- se funds will be awanled to those orgtnizitions

f,

recognized by the Association of Graduate Students or
Student Government Student Groups may use the funds
for any expense due to the activity, such as program
costs, set-up expenses, or promotional casts."
- Brian Layoie, Chairpersim
Comprehensive Fee Funding Committee

Applications are available at the folkywing Memorial Union locati
ons:
Student Government Office — 2nd floor; Center for Student Services
— 3rd floor
Student Programming Office — 2nd floor; Student Activities Office —
2nd floor
as well as the
Office of the Association of Graduate Students
Application deadlines for Consideration are:
September 24, October 8 & 22, November 5 & 19, December 3
1990-91 sponsored events were: Phish concert, Culturefest, Thursd Night
at the Den, ROC/7VBfilm series,
ay
Maine Concert Committee, Bunzstock, Maine Day, Guest Speakers, and variou
s Greekfunctions.

If you've got the idea, we've got the funds.

a.
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Cable system operational in January

from page 1
Marketing and Communications. She
has stations including The Discovery Channel,
ferent organizations across campus to aid in
been responsible for the system's marke
ting ESPN Sports, CNN News and a forei
gn the development of the netwo
and the selection ofstations,several of
rk to insure
which news station known as SCOLA.
current and interesting programming," Duwill provide much more than entertainm
ent.
The system will give students access to
mas Series said.
A special channel known as R.L.N., or local
telephone services, from which they
Local students feel these new privileges
the Residential Life Network, will provi
de
will present an interesting challenge.
students with a variety of programs, event
s
"The system will increase our ability to
and information concerning residential life.
manage our time more efficiently, since the
"R.L.N. is a comprehensive student ac- "It is essentia
l that we take a college experience
tivities calender using multi-media effec
is about becoming more
ts
very student-oriented
independent. Kids will have to decide bethat showcase various student affairs, protween doing homework and watching T.V.
grams, services and university activities,"
approach to the
or
talking on the phone," said Cindy Locke,
Dumas Series said.
dev
elo
pme
nt
of
the
a
firstyear resident of Androscoggin Hall.
"It is essential that we take a very stuSeco
nd-year Androscoggin resident Jadent-oriented approach to the developm
Resi
dent
ial
Life Network"
ent
net Ferrante agreed.
of the Residential Life Network, as
our
"I feel that each student has to decide
primary viewers are the residential students,"
how
to manage his or her time without these
she said.
may choose to purchase a long-dista
nce
optio
ns, but the cable system will make it
Another student-oriented channel wig
service and a telephone for their room.
more convenient to goof-off," she said.
be S.V.N., the Student Video Channel. This
Allen believes the decision behind this
"We will be conducting extensive marstation will show various contemporary
new opportunity was simply to meet the
keting to the students in the near future to
movies chosen by the students themselves
. needs of today's residents.
get the word out about the extensive caFor no extra cost or preparation; resi"We are working to put together a type
ble offerings available to them," Dumas
dents will have access to 23 cable television
of think-tank of various students from difSerfes said.
1441

Parkanil =irony

DTAV

from page 1

people on the panel.
"This dedication is more than one that
celebrates bricks and mortar and high technology," Halstead said."We are really here
to celebrate people and their lives and their
visions."
He praised the contributions made by the
staff and students that helped to make the
vision of DTAV come true.
The final speaker of the day was Scott
Anchors, Director of Residential Life. Anchors reiterated the theme ofthe celebration,
focusing on the building itself. He referred
to DTAV as something John Naisbitt's book
Mega Trends would call "high touch and
high tech.'
Anchoits presented the Moore-Weinrich
Architect Firm, the designers of the complex, with a plaque commemorating the
building and expressing UMaine's thanks
for their designing job.
The ceremony moved on to honor the
people who the village was named after.
Anchors explained that the naming procedure was pOrformed by a committee that
wanted to show that UMaine was active in
the pursuit of peace.
Nominations for the naming of the complex came from students, staff and alumni
and was decided based on recommendations by the UMaine Board of Trustees.
The ceremony concluded with the presentation of honorary keys and plaqques to
the namesakes. Annisa Lamberton, Resident Director of DTAV,started the presentation by giving a plaque to Allen. The
resident assistants followed by presenting
the remaining plaques to Baumann-Nels
on,
Chandler, Lown and Smith.

IN.121112n

To see is not to

understand,
especially when
you don't know
what you're
looking at.
twat

rThe Hair Hut and
Tanning Salon
Where You Get the Personal Touch
47 Main Road, Milford, Maine
827-6723
M-F 8-8, Sat 8-4
1096Student Discount
lexp. 12/31/91)

4iiMatrix
1
More and more PhDs across the
country are recommending HewlettPackard financial and scientific
calculators to their students. And
for some very strong reasons.
"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
has powerful graphics tools that are
remarkably helpful krstudents learning mathematical concepts. And
with the equation solver feature,it's
excellent for applying mathematics
to engineering': according to Dr.
William Ratuneyer,a professor ofcivil
and environmentartngineering at
Utah State University
"The HP Business Consultant II has
an equation solver and extensive

Buy one
math functions.These free the stu
dents from computational tedium
so they can think and interact on a
higher level,"says Dr. Lee V Stiff, a
professor of math education at Nortl
Carolina State University
So go check out the HP calculator
line at your college bookstore or HI'
retailer. You'll agree,there's no faster
relieffrom the pain oftough problem
HP calculators. The best for your
success.
IIr

get one
free
(with I D)
September 1, 1991 through May 1 199,:

V455 Stiettlifm Expand:414r

I43

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Stillwater Aye, Bangt.
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SportsNews

• Suzanne Plesman scores six goals over
• Football team struggles in 10-3 loss

weekend

to UMass

• Sox lose to Yankees in extra innings

•UMaine Football

Offense struggles in UMaine's 10-3 loss

By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

hurt by a 16-yard sack and fumble by Fnzzell
Davis after a 17-yard completion.
"I really like the way (Colon)carries himself. He shows some good things,"said Ferentz.
"And I like the way JeffDelRosso stepped in and
moved the team. He showed some signs."
After the two teams failed to move the hall
on their first drive,l1Maine turned thingsaround.
Taking the ball at its own 14, (Maine
marched down the field on a mixture of short
passes by Colon. After Colon was pressured
and called for intentional grounding on the
third and 11 at the UMass seven, kicker Jeff
Mottola missed a 37 yard field goal.
On the ensuing drive, UMass drove down
the field behind the running oftailback Jerome
Bledsoe, who had a career-high 214 yards on
the day.The Minutemen ended the drive with
a 33-yard field goal by Jim Maguire.
UMaine tied the score at 8:34 of the second quarter on a nine play, 50 yard drive
capped off by Mottola's 41-yard field goal.
UMass regained the lead on its first drive
of the second half, again led by the strong
running ofBledsoe and fullback Mike George.
Thetwo split the work on the seven play,57
yard drive, all on the ground. George finished
the drive with a four-yard run over the left side
over nine minuted left in the quarter.
"(Bledsoe) reads his blocks well and his

It was an ugly football game,but that's
the
way University of Massachusetts Coach
Jim
Reid likes it.
And he has reason to like it. His Minut
emen defeated the University of Maine 10-3
in
Saturday's Yankee Conference matchup
at
Alumni Field.
The win moved UMass to 1-2, while the
Black Bears dropped to 0-3,0-2 in the
Ye.
"I like to see an ugly game,"said Reid."If
a game is ugly then the defenses are really
charging hard. I like those games. They have
a lot of strategy."
UMaine Coach Kirk Ferentz wasn't quite
as pleased with the ugliness as Reid.
"If we can play defense like that, week in
and week out, we have a chance to win every
game we play," said Ferentz."But we have to
find a way to get the ball in the end zone. We
made some plays offensively and I saw some
good things. We'll bust out of it."
The UMaine offense moied the ball in the
middle of the field, gaining 278 total yards.
But it was plagued by a number of mistakes.
UMaine turned the ball over four times, converted only three of 13 third downs, and the
quarterbacks were sacked five times for minus 37 yards.
performance speaks for itself," said
UMaine
In addition, starting quarterback Emilio Iineba
ckerCraig Thibeau,who had eight tackColon was knocked out the game in the fourth les
on the day."He is definitely one of the top
quarter with an injured hand. While he was in runners
in the league."
there Colon completed 15 of27 passes for 206
Bledsoe. who began his career at UMass
yards and two interceptions.
as a defensive back,said he was pleased with
Jeff DelRosso came on for Colon and com- his perfo
rmance.
pleted twoofthree passesfor 30yards.DelRosso
Inside linebacker Kan Girard stands up UMas
s fullback Mike George at the line
See LOSS on page 23
moved the offense while in the game, but was
of Scrimmage in Saturday's 10 - 3 loss.(Van
derweide photo.)

•Field hockey

Suzanne Plesman leads field hockey to two wins
Black Bears improve record to 4 1 on season
By Colleen Ryan
Volunteer Writer

Senior forward Laurie Walls (#21) knocks the ball away from a
University of Lowell player in
UMaine's 5 - 1 win on Friday.(Kiesow photo.)

Even though it was a rainy,cold
day, the University of Maine field
hockey team made sunshine fall on
Lengyel Field Friday.
The Black Bearsopened up Family and Friends Weekend with a5-1
victory over the University of Lowell Chiefs.
U Maine started its scoring drive
a minute and five seconds into the
first half with a goal by sophomore
standout Suzanne Plesrnan inside
the circle.
A little over three minutes later,
Lowell put the ball into the net past
Black Bears first-year goalkeeper
Mary Lou Winstel to tie the game.
"We got off to a great start. We
settled down and it was an even
game after Lowell scored," said
UMaine Coach Terry Kix.
Even though the Black Bears
settled down, the offense was still
on the attack.

Lesa Densmore, the North Atlantic Conference Player of the
Week last week,added another goal
with 12:03 left in the first half on a
pass from Plesman.
In the second half. Lowell kept
on the pressure but could not get the
ball past Winstel.
UMaine captain Amy Ervin kept
the defense on its toes and was a
vocal leader in support of her teammates on the field.
Then, with 28:25 left in the second half, Plesman passed the ball to
Kristin Perrotti inside the circle.
Perrotti's shot gave the Black Bears
their third goal of the game.
"In the second half we really
turned it on,"said Coach Kix."We
did the things we wanted to do. We
executed ourcomers well and things
just worked out."
With a little over 18 minutes left
in the game,Plesman sparked again.
Lowell goalie Ruth Benoit was
See PLESMAN on page 23
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•Major League Base
ball

Yankees beat Sox 7 5 i
n 10 innings
By DAVE O'HARA

York Yankees rallied to
heat Boston 7-5.
It was the first loss in five
games for the
Red Sox and their fourth in
BOSTON (AP) - The pen
19
games.
nant charge
Reardon, Boston's fifth pit
of the Red Sox hit a bu
cher, came
mp Sunday, when in
to start the ninth and had
Jeff Reardon blew a sav
a
5-4 lead.
e for the first time Ste
ve Sax flied out, Jim
in a month.
Leyritz lined
shortstop and Reardon wor
Roberto Kelly hit a gam
ked the count
e-tying home to 1-2
on Kelly. But Kelly hit
run off Reardon with two
the next
outs in the ninth pitch
over the.left-field wall
inning and Bernie Willia
for
his 17th
ms hit a two-run home
run, giving Reardon onl
double off Dan Petry in the
y
his
eighth
10th as the New blown
save in 48 chances. It was
his first
AP Sports Writer

blown save since Aug. 17.
Then in the 10th, Matt You
ng (3-7)
walked Alvaro Espinoza and
Kevin Maas
with one out and hit Matt Nok
es with a pitch,
loading the bases. Petry reliev
ed and Williams doubled down the right-fi
eld line.
Steve Fan(5-4)got the victory,all
owing
one hit in the final two inning
s.
Boston had rallied for two run
s in the
eighth, taking a 5-4 lead on Car
los Quintana's RBI single and Nokes'
run-scoring

passed ball.
Reed's RBI groundout in the third put
Boston ahead, but New York took a 2-1 lead
in the fifth on a sacrifice fly by Sax and an
RBI single by Leyritz.
Luis Rivera put Boston ahead 3-2 in the
bottom ofthe inning with a two-run homer,
his
eighth. But New York came right back
for a 43lead in the sixth on an RBI single by Espino
za
and a run-scoring, delayed-double stea
l by
Nokes at second base and Maas at the
plate.

•UMaine men's so
ccer

Men's soccer team cont

By Jeff Pin kham

inues to struggle

with the Terriers.
Staff Writer
"The goal we gave up with
—They're a very talented
less than a Peter Verplanke in fro
team," he said. minute to
nt and shot a cross-goal
play was very deflating. It alw
"They're very athletic, the
Boston University Coa
ays shot past D'Appolonia.
y have a lot of skill hurts
ch Neil Roberts and
to give up a goal like that,"
they are very well coache
said his Terrier squad is
d Dyer,
"We put forth a good effort, but
d. They're the still one shy
on the way to reachit wasn't
ofhis 100th career win 'I tho
cla
ss of the North Atlantic
ing its potential after two
ught enough," said Dyer. "W
Conference."
early-season losses.
e
jus
we
t
pla
hav
yed
e to go
wel
l
in
the
firs
t
half. If it asn't for ahead and
BU jumped on the sco
KJ, picked as the presea
reboard first, a goalkeepi
play the next game."
son favorite to gettin
ng
mis
tak
e
and
giving up the late
g a goal at the 32:24
win the North Atlantic
UMaine's next three games are
mark of the goal,it could
Conference, played a
on the
have been a 0-0game going int
opening period.
strong game and beat the l
o road: Sept. 28 at Delaware.
Iniversity of Maine
the
Sep
sec
t.
ond
29
at
half
Dre
xel
."
('M
ain
e goalie Seb D'A ppolonia
3-0 Sunday at Alumni Fiel
and ()ct. 2 at Thomas College.
mishand.
The Black Bears created a
dle
d
a
bou
ncing shot from in front of
little more
"We still haven't found our
The Black Bears return to Alu
the net, pressure in the fina
team yet,"said and Tim
mni Field
l half, but were never able
Horton knocked the loose ball
Roberts, whose Terriers
on
Oct
.6 when they take on Northeast
home to create a good scorin
moved to 3-2 with to
ern.
g
mak
cha
e
nce
the
.
the win."We're trying to
score 1-0.
get the right combi"I thought we played strong
Aft
er
the
def
teams played scoreless soccer
ense in the Soccer notes:
nations on the field so we
tried some different the
for game,especially in the
next 30 minutes, the Terriers
first half,and we kept the
things in the second half
llMaine's 3-0 loss was the
str
uck again. ball in their end
. We're making
third time the
for most of the game," said
With 48 seconds left in
progress but we've got a
Bla
the
ck
half
Bears have been shutout this
, Dave Roberts."Maine had
ways to go."
season.
Sil
a
cou
ke
sen
ple
t
of
a
cha
line
nce
s,
dri
but we
UMaine Coach Jim Dyer,
ve pass on a corner kick to
Senior back Rob Thompson,
whose Black Steve Wal
didn't allow them any great sco
who
injured
ker, who headed it int
rin
g
cha
Bears are now 1-3-1, said he
nce
s." his knee in last wee
o the far
was impressed corner to
k's game against Rhode
The Terriers at the 26:08
niake it 2-0.
mark of the Island,did
not dress for the BU game.
second half when Kyle Fresh tosi
It is not
k
a pass from

LSAT
GMAT
GRE,
Test Your Best

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

arm Take Kaplan Or Take Yo
ur Chance

s

Classes starting now
for December and January exam
s!

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

known when he will retu
rn.

IA SPORTS MEDICINE

404 State Street • Bangor, Main

e 04401 • (207) 941-6588

Michael E. Sargent, M.D.
announces the opening of his

Sports Medicine Practice
Office Hours Monday — Fri
day, 9am to 5pm

Maine Campus
Bangor Campus Center
Crossland Hall
Memorial Gym
Memorial Union
York Commons
MCA
Jenness hail
Stewart Commons

Stodder Commons
Maine Campus Office
Little Hall
Nutting Hall
Lengyel Gym
Murray Hall
Neville Hall
Hilltop Commons

n order to get our paper

Business Office, Alumni
Hall
Fernald Snack Bar
Library
Deering Hall
Chadbourne Hall
Onward Building
Cutler Health Center
P1CS, room 100

circulated in a timely
manner
and please our advert
isers as well as our
readers, we must lim
it
1the number of
distribution sites. We
regret that we cannot
drop off papers to eve
ry building, depart
ment, floor, or office
on campus. Please
visit the distribution
site nearest you.
Thank you,
The Circulation Dep
artment
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•UMaine women's soccer

Women's soccer loses close one to Keene State
By Chris Castellano
Staff Writer

UMaine Junior back Jen Curran and
an unidentified Keene St. player battle for
possession of the ball during the Black Bear's
2 — 0 loss. (Kiesovv Photo.)

Just about two weeks have elapsed since
the University ofMaine women'ssoccer team
completed its home opener against the University of Hartford.
Over those two weeks the Black Bears
have compiled an 0-4 record overall,and an 02 record in NA('play. There is still a glimmer
of hope however.
Saturday afternoon. (Maine continued
its 1991 season by losing 2-0 to the Keene
State Owls in a non-conference match-up at
Alumni Field.
The Black Bears gave Keene State all it
could handle, playing even with the Owls
throughout the game.
"I think we surprised them. We took them
out of their game plan," said(Maine Coach
Diane Boettcher. 'They came in probably
thinking that we Weren't going to give them
many problems."
In addition to providing a few sparks on
offense, Nicole Ricci and the Black Bear defense held the scrappy Owl offense off the
scoreboard until the 12:31 mark ofthe first half.
(Maine's best scoring opportunities of
the half came when Jen Farina led a perfect
pass to co-captain Tiffany Mosher, who let
one go wide left of the Keene State goal.
The Bears had another opportunity to tie
the game when junior Elisa Finer was tripped
by an Owl defensernan, leading to a Black
Bear direct kick which sailed over the top of
the Owl goal.
The first half concluded with the Black
Bears trailing 1-0.
The Bearscontinued to add pressure on the

Plesman leads Black Bear field hockey to two wins
stunned as Plesman flicked the hall right over her C.W. Post
goalkeeper Suzanne Hurteau for
head into the net for her second goal ofthe game. her first goal
of the game.
Withjust under five minutes left in the game.
The Black Bear's then came out strong in
Plesman scored the Black Bears final goal ofthe the second half.
On a pass from first-year
day and her first hat trick of the season.
player Tammy Barrows,senior Laurie Walls
The weekend was not over for the team or put the ball past
Hurteau for the goal.
for Plesman.
Winstel kept the Bears in the game by
On Saturday, UMaine took on Division I saving the only two shots
that C.W.Post had.
C.W. Post in a non-conference game.
Winstel recorded her second collegiate
The Black Bears started the halfoffslower
than they would have liked. C.W.Post put the
pressure on early and were more aggressive
than Lowell.
(Maine's defense helped Winstel to shutout C.W. Post in the first half.
With just three seconds left in the half
Plesman was at it again, putting the ball past

Loss

from page 21

"I just ran hard because the offensive
linemen and fullbacks were playing hard and
I want to keep up with them," said Bledsoe.
Mottola, an all-conference kicker a year
ago, missed another field goal attempt to
begin the fourth quarter and said he's notquite
sure of what is wrong this season.
"I thought I had worked out of it, but
obviously I'm struggling," said Mottola, who
has made one of seven field goals this year.
"I'm not staying focused or not concentrating
hard enough. But whatever it is, I have to start
doing what I did last year."
Black Bear Notes:
Senior tailback Paul Capriotti had another
fine game,rushing 10 times for 51 yards and
catching three passes for 54 yards. He has
now rushed for 223 yards this season.

Owl Defense in the second half when sophomore Rhonda Pelkey controlled a loose ball
and streaked down the left side ofthe field,only
to have her shot to go wide of the Owl net.
At the nine-minute mark, Christina ('ontardo took a loose ball and shot,just missing
the cross bar.
The only goal of the second half came
when a Keene State forward put one past a
diving Ricci at the 6:24 mark.
"I am very pleased with the way the kids
played today," said Boettcher."We started to
play over our heads. We played with more
consistency and drive."
Even though the Black Bears found themselves on the short end of a 2-0 final, the team
is providing more offensive consistency as
well as showing more organization on defense.
"The team is starting to adjust to me,andI've
got a better perception of the team as far as who
to play in cenain situations," said Boettcher.
For the first time since the start of the
season, the Black Bears appear to be well on
its way to Division I respectability.
The Black Bears are scheduled to take on
in-state foe Colby College on Wednesday in
a game the team has declared a goallest.
The Bears will next return home against
conference foe the llniversity of Vermont on
September 29 at 12:00 pm.
UMaine lost to the Catamounts 3-() last
year at Vermont.
After that,IJMaine plays Hussonht home on
Oct 2, and then travels for games with Providence on the fifth and Rhode Island on the sixth.
Black Bear Injury Report:
Elisa Finer wasinjured in Saturday's game
against Keene State College. She is expected
to be able to play Wednesday against Colby.
from page 21

shutout in a Black Bear uniform, her first also added
another hat trick to her season.
coming Sept. 15 against Dartmouth.
The Black Bears came out on top with a 4
Due to a foul in the circle,(Maine was 0 victory and
improved their record to 4-1(
awarded a penalty stroke. Plesman put the 0 in the
NAC)on the young season.
ball past keeper Hurteau for her second goal
Plesman finished this weekend with two
of the game.
hat tricks and two assists.
Plesrnan never stopped. With 4:18 left in
()Maine will next face Providence Unithe game on a pass from Michelle Gallan versity in
Providence, R.I. in a non-conferPlesman scored her final goal ofthe game and ence match
-up Sept. 28.

Don't be tempted by
our classifieds.,af
hAr
Our classified section is certainly a bargain for students
and staff with a brief, identifiable message and a
sneakerstring budget, but therein lies the rub!
This good deal for you isn't exactly a good deal for us.
You see, we really want to raise the rates on our
classifieds, so that people won't shy away from our
bigger, costlier, full-blown alternative (this).
But we're stuck with a buck per line.
That's the going rate for our classifieds. Do you
realize how much can be squeezed into one line?

(Check out this issue's classified section and sec for
yourself.)
And to make sure we shortchange ourselves even more,
there's one last special price you should know about. If
your message requires three lines, and you run it in
three, consecutive editions, your total bill will ring up to a
whopping 3 bucks!
So now do you see why there are two ways to look at
our classified section? While it must look good from
where you sit, it looks mighty evil from our angle.

The Maine Campus Classifieds

de They're so good,they're evil.
1011,•Call 581-1273for more details.
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classifieds

jobs
Short of cash? Earn
$3 an envelope
mailing letters from do
rm/home!
Materials supplied! Ho
memailers
needed! Send: SASE
Galaxee
Distributors P.O. Box
1157 Forked
River, NJ 08731.
Looking for a busi
ness
opportunity? Work
at your own
time +pace in a bus
iness with
excellent potential. Cal
l Paul 8276416.
Addressers wanted
immediately!
No experience nec
essary. Process
FHA mortgage refund
s. Work at
home. Call 1-405-32
1-3064.

RAISE $500...$1000..4 I SO
O

LIFOOL

P
R
O
W
IF ILIP

CP

RA S
For your fraternity, sor
ority, team
or other campus organi
zation.

MOWRY NO INVESTMEN

T INURED!

CALL 1-800-950-84
72, ext.

50

for your cla. sif
ied ad.

jobs
Help Wanted: Expe
rienced dark
room tech. Must be
able to process
and print black and
white film. Part
time hours flexible.
Telephone Mr.
Buck at 827-4550.
Earn extra money.
Looking for
people to market an
all natural,
skin, hair, and nutrit
ion products.
Call 942-4441.
Help! I need a patien
t good-natured
human being to tea
ch me to sing!
We can discuss mone
y. Kerry
@4827 -Rm325.
Free travel, cash, an
d excellent
business experien
ce! Opening
available for individua
ls or students
orgs. to promote the
country's most
successful spring br
eak tours. Call
inter-campus progra
ms 1-800-3276013.
Travel free! Sell spring
break trips
to Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas,
Margarita Island. Best
commissions
paid! Call Sun Splash
Tours 1-800426-7710.

for sale
For sale: 82 Subaru 4w
d hatchback
91k miles runs will $4
50 or BO. Call
866-0425 apt 33F Uni
v. Park.

apartments
1 bedroom apt. in to
wn Orono.
Security, lease, refere
nces.
$400.00 / mo. Plus
utilities. 8273757 or 866-7081.
Village Apartments
- Approximately 3 1 /2 miles fr
om UMO.
Newly built and laun
dry facilities on
premises. 1 bedroo
m - $375.00 - 2
bedroom $425.00 per
month. Call
Diane 827-2554 for
more
information.
Roomate Needed
- Dryden Terrace, own room
, duplex
hardwood floors, he
at included.
Call 866-3425 Rick.

entertainment
Male Stripper - Grea
t for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc
. Compare
prices! Call Today
947-4220.
Chip 'n Dale Stripp
ers Gorgeous
guys including Mr.
Maine. The best
for less Professional
dancers. 9456355.
Win 100 bucks!
"Monday Night
Football Guess the
Score Contest" at
Geddy's. lust pick
the exact score
and winning team
. No purchase
necessary. Go to Ge
ddy's tonight for
details.

misc.
Anxious? Unintended
pregnancy?
Free pregnancy test.
Call 866-5579.
College Students Un
ite! join
Campus Connection's
national
college pen pal club.
Call 209/5717990 for info.
Orono Thrift Shop
from Main St.
2nd a off Pine Wed
11-4 Sat 11-2.
Fraternity + Sorori
ty members
interested in Greek
items (clothing,
jewerly, and other Gr
eek novelty
items) come to the
Union 10-6pm
on Monday Sept. 23
. Look for
Greek Central signs
in the Union
on Monday.
French tutor availa
ble Call Debra at
827-4460.
Tri Deltas get psyc
hed for a great
rush this week!!

priestesses
WCCA - on camp
us priestess
gathering circle.
Fellow seekers write
PO Box 294 Or
ono.

Recycle this
piper!

.,

